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MADISON FAMILY TIES
I would like to respond to the Montpelier article
"An inheritance of purple and gold " [Summer
2003] by Michelle Hite ('88). I can't tell you what
a surprise and pleasure it was to come upon this
well-written article. My wife, Carol Eustace Butler,
and myself appear in the article about our niece
Heather Eustace ('03). Our extended family has
grown to 14 with the admittance of our son, jon
Butler ('07), to the jMU family. Our family history at Madison spans from 1927 to the present
and includes jon's grandfather, Roy G. Butler, a
founding father of Sigma Delta Rho (nowTKE).
jon's uncle, Ga ry Butler, is the men's basketball
career average rebound record holde r at jMU
and played for jMU Hall ofFamers Dean Ehlers
and Lou Campanelli. Keep up the fabulou s work
and, again, tha nk you for the wonderful a rticles
about jMU's family legacies. They're interesting
testimonies, which enhance the network of family ties that help make the university the special
place that it is.
Marc B. ('67) and Ca rol Eustace Butler ('73)
King George, Va.
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THEVENERABLEBERNICEVARNER
I am writing wit h regards to the picture o n
Page 13 of the Fall 2003 issue of Montpelier. Under
the picture it states that there is an unidentified
person with Dr. and Mrs. Duke, a nd I want to
identify that individual for you. She is Bernice
Varner, who was the director of the home economics department at Madi son College an d a
devoted a nd tireless contributor to the college.
I graduated in 1946 with a B.S. degree in home
economics and was a student from Massachusetts.
When "Aunt Bernice" fell and fractured her hip
in 1944, she asked me to come a nd live with her
to cook and clean and help her out. !lived with
her for more than a year. She lived a block over
from the college in a two-family home with Mary
Waples, the college nurse, who li ved upsta irs. I
think it is a sha me to call her 'unidentified ' when
she was such a prominent person in the development of Madison.
june Payson Kinne ('46)
Cushing, Maine
P.S. I was unable to attend the 1946 reunion with my
good friends pictured on Page 41 due to the illness
and subsequent death of my husba nd of 56 yea rs.
The article states that we've been meeting annually since our 50th reunion. We've been meeting
since before o ur 25th. I almost think that might
be a record! We also have kept a round- robin
letter going for mo re years tha n that. Madison
certainly had a huge influence on creating our
lasting friendships.

What a nice surprise to find Montpelier in my mailbox. This [Fall2003]
is one of the best editions l've received. The article
"Go Dukes!" was most interesting. I was a student
from 1938 to 1942. Dr. Duke's son was a year ahead
of me at Harrisonburg High School. On Page 12
there is a picture of Dr. and Mrs. Duke and an
unidentified friend. That friend is none other than
Bernice Leary Varner. She was head of the home
economics department while I was a student. She
also made a na me for herself by the graduates in
home economics education and dietetics. She was
a rea l inspiratio n for me. I just couldn't let this
go without proper recognition. I shall always be
indebted to the teachers I had at Madison College,
especially Mrs. Varner.
Anna Margaret Long Watson ('42)
Hopkins, S.C.

ANOTHER VIEWON SERVING
Regard ing Tim Lynch's quote in the "You Ca n
Say That Again" section of the Fall2003 issue, I
urge Mr. Lynch to tell that to Ron Kovic or the
Veterans fo r Peace organization . If so meone
doesn't agree with Mr. Lynch, that doesn't mea n
they haven't also risked life and li berty.
Mark Shull (attended 1983-84)
Tucson, Ariz.

FAVORITEWATERING HOLES
I have been meaning to write and add my two
cents about the "Madison's Watering Holes" article
in the Summer 2003 issue. You covered all the finer
ones from the early years and a favorite of ours from
the late '70s-early '80s, The Elbow Room. However,
C&E Diner was not on the list. Iff remember correctly it was C&E for Cha rlie and Eunice, a nd it
had the best late-night food for the munchies or a
study break. The best was the biscuits and gravy.
You could get eggs prepared any way at II p.m. The
booths were always filled. Salt and pepper jars were
baby food jars. Nothing fancy, but just good a nd
filling. Another finer eating establishment was jess'
Quick Lunch for the best hot dogs. Cheap food for
a starving college student. Hope these make your
list for the next Watering Holes. I'm sure they will
strike a familiar memory in some alumni.
Paula Brentlinger Nystrom ('81)
Weymouth, Mass.

Montpelier welcomes letters about stories
and issues ra ised in the m agazi ne. Letters are
subject to editing, and not all letters can be published, nor can they be returned. Anonymous
le tters will not be pub Iished. Send your lette rs
to "22807," Montpelier, 27 1 Rockingham Hall ,
MSC 57 18, jMU, Harriso nburg, VA, 22807 or
montpelier@jmu .edu.
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ROLLIN' WITH D
In a story of the redemptive power of love,
L.A. cop and former JMU football player
Derwin Henderson ('83) helps a street kid
overcome the pull of gangs and violence
and transforms a young life.
Cover photo by Gary Krueger

.JAMES MADISON DAY

FURTHER PURSUITS

In its annual toast to the Father of the Constitution,
JMU welcomes Washington Post legend Ben Brad lee and

9

historian Bill Brands, celebrates its scholars and donors

Joann Grayson receives
Virginia's highest honors

and hosts the intercollegiate Madison Cup debate.

12 Drill and Thrill: John Fahey
uses toys in the classroom

MEET IN THE EAST
Donor-developer Bill Neff's vision for Harrisonburg

1 L;

Award-winning "Professors
You Love" puts Cameron
Nickels in the hot seat

11

"My first Madison summer"
by Sarah Palmer ('57)

converges with an expanding campus east of the interstate, where Blue Ridge Hall is the newest addition.

SAILING TO MARS
Professors Joe Blandino and Jonathan Miles and a handful of students hope their NASA-backed research will
become the next big spacecraft propulsion system.

3J

RUN WITH
THE BIG DOGS
Students get a real-world toehold in the competitive
world of athletics marketing by working with alum
Andrew Lux ('OO) on Adidas' newest soccer shoe.

Montpelier tells the JMU story by
telling the stories of JMU people.

all together one,.
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' JMU's primary role will continue to be that of undergraduate
education, but the graduate program is a vitally important one
that is essential to the mission of the university. '
the next generation of researchers, engineers,
professors, writers, artists and health professionals. Graduate education provides a
great financial advantage as well. Master's
graduates earn an average of 19 percent
more than bachelor's degree recipients,
and doctoral graduates make about 71
percent more.
JMU's graduate program is cele-
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Graduate ed ucation, both in the United
States and the rest of the world, has increased
in value dramatica lly over the last half century. As our economy has moved from one
based on indu st ry to one based on services
a nd information, the importance of graduate
educat ion has esca lated .
Society of the 21st century is technologically sophisticated, and graduate education is becoming increasingly cruc ial
for our nation to maintain its place in the
world economy. Expertise beyond the baccalaureate level is becoming a requisite in a
growing number of fields.
Nea rly 2 million stud ents attend one
of more than I ,800 graduate schoo l programs in the United States, and that number is on the rise. Half a million graduate
degrees are awarded annually, including
41,000 doctorates.
The benefits of graduate education are enormous. The programs contribute greatly to the
technological and medical breakthroughs that
make our society healthier, more secure and
more comfortable. Graduate programs train

brating its 50th anniversary this year,
and the university will mark the occasion during October's Graduate Education Month.
Graduate education began rather modestly at JMU. President G. Tyler Miller,
who had advocated a Madison graduate
program at his inauguration in 1949, realized
that goal when the State Board of Education
approved a Master of Science in Education
program, which opened in 1954 a nd conferred
its first two degrees in June 1956.
The program expanded beyond teacher education in 1960 when the state board approved
the Master of Science degree with a major in
biology. A number of other master's degrees
have been added since; and in 1980, the Education Specialist degree was approved .
In 1994, JMU moved to the doctoral
level with the establishment of the Doctor
of Psychology degree. Eight years later, the
State Council of Higher Education for Virginia authorized the university 's first Doctor of Philosophy degree.
In the 50 years since graduate education
began at JMU, 6,000 Madison students have
received advanced degrees.
Today, JMU's College of Graduate and
Professional Programs offers 30 graduate
programs providing 35 degrees: 28 on the
master's level, three Educational Specialist
degrees and four doctoral degrees. Five new
graduate programs have been added since
2001, and three new programs will begin
this fall: a master's in nursing, a master's
in occupational therapy and a consortium
master's program in public health.
Under the direction of Dean Bill Walker,
enrollment in graduate programs has grown
to 800 and is expected to increase to almost

1,000 this fall. More than 35 )MU doctorates have been awarded since doctoral work
was first offered.
Around 63 percent ofJMU's graduate
students are Virginians, and 37 percent are
from out of state. Some 70 perce nt of our
graduates, however, remain in Virgi nia after
completing their degree work, enric hing the
state's workforce.
JMU 's primary role will continue to be
that of providing undergradu ate education,
but the graduate program is a vitally important one that is essential to the miss ion of
the university. Graduate programs at )MU
are offered in disciplines that can co mplement already outstanding und erg raduate
programs. In addition, our progra ms seek
to meet th e societal and busin ess needs of
the Shenandoah Valley and to provide specialized graduate training that is not widely
available at other universities in the state.
One of the university 's definin g c har acteristics directly addresses graduate education: "The university will offer gra duate
programs of di st inction."
This is ind ee d the case. Seve ral JMU
graduate programs are nation al ly recogni zed for their quality and innova tiveness.
Our programs consistently exceed acc redi tation standards set by their professional
associations. Graduate programs feature low
student-to-faculty member ratios, encouraging
mentoring relationships. The average graduate class size is l 0.
The JMU graduate program provides both
challenge and opportunity for our students,
allows faculty members to broaden their mentaring skills by working with advanced students, and enriches the commonwealth by
producing a steady flow of highly educa ted
contributors to society. The program that
had humble beginnings in 1954 has grown
in the ensuing 50 years into a key and essential part of james Madison University.

Linwood H. Rose
President
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ITH THE RASPY plain speak-

ing he made famous in his own
newsroom and that All the President's Men brought to life on the screen,
Ben Brad lee took the Wilson Hall podium
on James Madison Day to tell some painful
truths about American society.
"Lying, it seems to m e, has reached epidemic proportions today in our culture," Bradlee sa id. "And we all have become immu nized to it."
Bradlee was the keynote speaker for JMU's
annua l March celebration, which this year
focused on the freedom of the press clause
of the First Amendment.
As Fa ther of the Co nstitution and the
primary autho r of its Bill of Rights, James
Madison himself was a strong supporter of
freedom of the press, said JMU President
Linwood H. Rose at the campuswide convocation, which also included music, readings and recognitions.
"All U.S. presidents have lied," said Bradlee, who, as managing editor of The Washington Post, made his legendary reputation
revealing them. His publication ofthe Pentagon Papers in 1971 and the relentless coverage of Watergate helped lead to the resignation of Richard Nixon in 1974.

But before Lyndon Johnson put forth a
rosy public prognosis for a Vietnam War the
administration privately thought was not
winnable, "the lies seemed less momentous
and less habitual to me," Brad lee said. If the
truth had been told then, Brad lee asserted,
"the country might never have lost faith in
its leaders. That was the beginning of the

and under fire. Often, as the press does its
job, it "alienates those who don 't wa n t to
believe the lie," Brad lee said.
"The best journalists today are the best
lie detectors. Not j ust th e relentless skep-

big sea cha nge in this country."
Then followed the Pentagon Papers and
Watergate, the so-called third-rate burglary

tics who sort of automatically di sbelieve
everything, but the reporters who instinctively are alert to the possibility that their
sources don 't know what they are talking
about, who are leaving out vital details that
wou ld tend to discredit their stories or they

and cover-up that brought down the Nixon
administration and sent 42 people to jail,
including the attorney general of the United

are deli berately lyi ng.
"Where lies the truth?" Bradlee posited.
"That's the question that pulled some of us

States. Subsequent presidents continued the
tradition. "They were all great stories, historical turning points that had to be covered by
the press," said Brad lee. "They a ll involved

into this [newspaper] business, as it pulled
Diogenes t h rough the streets of Athens look-

lying by the elected and self-appointed leaders of our society.
"If we cannot trust our presidents, who
can we trust?" Brad lee asked. "If our leaders lie routinely, who should we follow ? Or
worse, why should we fo llow?"

ing for an hon est man."
Brad lee said he believes Walter Lippman's
assertion that truth wi ll emerge in a democracy. " It takes forever sometimes, at least
it seems that way," Brad lee said. " It does
emerge, and any relaxation by the press will
be extremely costly to this democracy.'~
- Pam Brock

As Woodward and Bernstein's boss and
one of the trio who knows the identity of
Deep Throat, Bradlee authorized the publication of more than 400 Watergate stories. In
that endeavor his newsroom was often alone

Listen to Bradlee's speech:
www.jmu.edu/jmuweb/audio_archives.shtml

A day to cherisb Madison and celebrate leamlng
The modest James Madison, Father of the Constitution, might have shied away from celebratory
tributes, but he certainly would have cherished the spirit of learning on March 17. The university celebrated Madison's intellectual legacy with lectures by Ben Bradlee and historian Bill Brands, an intercollegiate Madison Cup debate, faculty awards and a luncheon to honor scholarship donors.

At the annua l scholarship donor
luncheon on james Madison Day,
student-athlete Meg Davies {'04)
thanked donors for her Endowed
Athletics Scholarship. "Wit h your
support, we can run faster, jump
higher and u ltimately surpass our
goals. We are able to achieve that

Rose and keynote speaker
Ben Bradlee share the Wilson
Hall stage to praise freedom of the
press in honor of James Madison.
Lisa Dowdle Lovelady {'04),
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whose daughter is a JM U freshman, brought humor to the luncheon by recounting the joys of
being a non-traditi ona l stude nt:
" Looking for a parking place is
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flip-flops when it's 40 degrees."
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For many families, tuitio n is a
struggle, the history major added.
The Demetric Walker Scholarship
"enabled me to finish what I started
25 years ago."
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Don't call these professors retiring.
Pals Mary Lou Wylie , professor
of sociology and anthropology, and
Virginia Andreoli Mathie, graduate
psychology professor, congratulate
each other at the luncheon honoring
retiring faculty members. JMU President Linwood Rose told retiring professors, "At some point each of you
chose to enter the teaching profession.
I hope you feel you did to make a difference. You did."

At her first event as senior vice
president for university advancement, Joanne Carr emceed the
scholarship luncheon , reporting a great fund-raising year
and greeting donors. JMU has
come a long way in a shor t
time, Carr said. Annual giving
ha s more than doubled in the
last decade, from $400,000 in
1993-94 to $l.l millio n last year.
Below, she talks with Karyn and
Tom Dingledine, nephew of the
late professor Raymond Dingledine Jr. Carr came to JMU from
the Un iversity of Idaho, where as
vice president for advancement
she directed a successful $ 100
m illion capi tal campaign.

In keeping with ja mes Madison Day's foc us on freedom of t he press, Texas A&M professor Bill Brands
lectured on Benjamin Fra nk li n, who m ade the Pennsylvania Gazette "i nto t he lead ing paper of the Colo nies, the equ iva lent of tod ay's New York Times. He attracted good writers and had the right mix of
news and entertainment." Brands, author of the best-selling Benjamin Franklin: The First American and
16 other popular books, gu ided h is sell-o ut aud ience thro ugh Franklin's life as a young boy, runaway
apprentice, printer, writer, journalist and publ isher. Although "the archetype of the self-m ade American businessman," Frank li n "gave it a ll up at age 42" to become a leadin g citize n of Philadelphia , a
renowned scientist and a diplomat. "Fra nklin was world-famous before the America n Revolution broke
out," Brands pointed out. " He beca me a revolutiona r y at the age of70 ... . He was probably the genius
among the founding fat hers."
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Towso n State debater Pegu y
Pierre-Loui s rou sed t hunderou s
applause from a m ong collegiate
rivals at the second Battle for the
Mad ison C up. Eleven colleg iate
tea ms argued both sides of the resolutio n : " T h at current corporate
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media conglomerates are an insult
to th e ideas of the First Amendment." In his summation PierreLou is said, "The ideals of james
Mad ison's words were that citizens
have choices; citizens have voices.
How would Mr. Madison feel ifhe
were here tonight? He'd be happy
about the many ways we have to
in form ourselves a nd to express
ourselves. We have many options

Towson State debaters Peguy Pierre-louis and Baya Tuvshintugs won to keep ourselves informed, and we
the Madison Cup away from previous champions JMU in the second annual must not be lazy citizens. Don't be
James Madison Commemorative Debate and Citizen Forum. The Towson duo lazy America; take the responsibility
bested student debaters from 11 colleges and universities.
to keep yourself informed."

Mama Ding's daughter Jane Dingledine Hueston ('42), left, honors
the revered Tri Sig housemother and
Madison personality with the Agness
S. Dingledine Memorial Scholarship
for JMU legacy students. Scholarship
recipient Keisha Helsley ('04) is the
daughter of Mary Helsley ('77) .

More James Madison Day

~

Birthday sa lu tat ions crossed
centuries as SGA president Levar
Stoney ('04) gree ted Ja mes Madison (a.k. a. John Douglas Hall ) at a
wreath laying cere mony honoring
Mr. Madison's birthday. Their presidential rem a rks sh ared the common thread o f se r vice to country
and humanity. Stoney welcomed the
ga th erin g and sa id, ''I'm proud to
attend a school that promotes public
service and honors Madison's legacy
of se rvice. Ma ny of m y fe ll ow stu dents just return ed from alternati ve Spring Breaks where they spent
a wee k prov id ing a bette r li fe for
oth ers." M r. Mad ison 's lex is fro m
ce nturi es past echoed Stoney's se ntiments a nd was poignant for 2004.
" If we a re to be a tru e democ ratic
republic ... let us be for the good of
th e co un t r y, not th e party. Le t us
se r ve o ne another."
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"Wh en you have the opportunity to work with yo ung peo ple, th ey' ll
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go out a nd pay it forwa rd ," sa ys Michael Smilowitz, spea ker of the Facult y Senate. He prese nted th e va ledi ctori a n award to Shane Galie ('04) ,
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recipient o f th e Al exa nder B. Berry jr./Linwood G. Pa rri sh Memoria l
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Scholarship and Joseph T. Kos nick Scholarship for Finance. "As a gradu -
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I kn ew I had one sho t at co llege. With th at attitud e yo u ca n do grea t
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things." He th a nked t he faculty and donors for giving him th at shot.
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Sara Markham ('05) and Karen
Ann Olson ('05) earn the 2004
Samuel Page Duke Award as the
juniors with the highest GPA.

Wrapping up the James Madison Day celebration, Capitol Steps cast members,
including alumn us Mike Eaton ('84) , spoofed the current political scene by
taking jabs at everyone ranging from SUV owners to politicians to terrorists.
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Celebrated scholars: President Linwood H. Rose praised JMU's 2004 Madison Scholars, saying, "Your accomplishments set a standard
for all the faculty members on campus. The model that you provide for the students' experience is appreciated." (1-r) Ivor Knight, Rose,
Anthony Eksterowicz, Paul Bierly III and Michael Saunders. Not pictured, Karen Broaddus. ,.. JMU also recognizes classroom achievement
by honoring a Distinguished Teacher from each of the five colleges. Rose told this year's honorees, "Great university accomplishments are
not on the ba ll field or naming a new building. Our greatest achievements are those that occur in our classrooms and labs between you
and students." (1-r) Kevin Stees, Karen Santos, Rose, Harriet Cobb, David Pruett and Craig Abrahamson. Not pictured, David Fordham. ,..
Rose also recognized Distinguished Service Award winners for outstanding professionally related service on the local, regional and national
level: (1-r) Martha Ross, Anne Stewart and Ron Cereola.

relatio
Empowering students
brings Virginia honors
to outstanding professor
In a ceremony at the state Capitol in Richmond, Gov. Mark R. Warner presented psychology professor joann Grayson with the
2004 TIAA-CREF Virginia Outstanding Faculty Award- the commonwea lth 's highest
hon or for the faculty ofVirginia's public and
private colleges and universities.
"Receiving a TIAA-CREF Virginia Outstanding Faculty Award is the highest honor
that a university professor can receive in this
state," says jMU President Linwood H. Rose.
"joann Grayson personifies the scho larteacher who is dedicated to her students
and her academic discipline. This honor is
a reflection of Dr. Grayso n's great abilities
and the quality of our university."
Grayson was one of 86 faculty members from 35 institutions nominated for th e
award and is the fifth jMU professor to win
it since its inception in 1986. Grayson says,
"I think it's wonderful for our department
to be recogn ized, because it's very important
for people to understand that you don't do
service-learning in a vacuum. The award really
recognizes all of us- the faculty, administration, students and the community we're
striving to serve."
Grayson's interest in the st udy of psychology and its applications to real-life problems
came to her early in life. With an acute desire
to "understand how people operate," she man aged a YWCA and directed a day-care center
as a prelude to her academ ic career.
A major portion of Grayson 's teaching
centers on a course in the psychology of child
abuse and neglect. More than 1,200 studen ts
have completed the class, and hundreds more
who were personally trained by Grayson
now work with children who are potential
victims of abuse or neglect. To enhance the
course, Grayson developed more than a dozen
service-learning projects including placements
with community programs such as BabyThink-It-Over, a pregnancy prevention project for middle-school children; Camp Kaleidoscope, a camp for foster children; and First
Step, a shelter for battered women.

Psychology professor Joann Grayson, winner
of a 2004 TIAA-CREF Virginia Outstanding Faculty Award, chats with a student and
receives congratulatio ns with other recipients at the state capitol building from Lt. Gov.
Tim Kaine.

"Ch ildren are our future," Grayson says
of her professional focus on maltreated and
neglected chi ldren. "These children are at
a high risk for substa nce abuse, depression
and suicide. If we want to produce people
who are happy, well-adjusted and contributing members of society, we need to be concerned with their families and with their
having solid childho ods."
In a sing le semester in 2003, Grayson's
students, under her mentoring, spent more
than 480 hours tutoring 24 ch ildren who
have been child-abuse victims. More than
25 hours were spent helping ch ildren and
families recover from th e effects of domestic violence, and another 25 were spent
assisting th e Harrisonburg-Rockingham
Socia l Serv ices district Foster Care Unit.
Hundreds more hours went into work with
Grayson's programs.
"Th is course is dedicated to the idea that
one person can make a positive difference in
the life of at least one child," Grayson says.
"Students are proving that idea true."
In 1983, Grayson was appointed by Gov.
Charles S. Robb to the Governor's Advisory
Board on Child Abuse and Neglect, and was
elected chair in 1985. She was reappointed
to the board by Gov. Gera ld Baliles in 1986
and by Gov. Douglas Wilder in 1990. During

this time, Grayson authored Protecting Children From Abuse: Future Directions, a com prehensive report based on public hearings
held throughout the commonwealth. Grayson
has testified before the U.S. House of Representatives Select Subcommittee on Education and has published more than 80 articles
or book chapters in her field. She has served
as editor and publisher of the Virginia Child
Protection Newsletter since 1981.
During her 27-year tenure at jMU, Grayson has never failed to draw attention to the
importance of what she does with students
and, ultimately, the work they do as they go
into the world. "I believe we can change the
world, one relationship at a time," she says.
"Each student has the power to make that
difference. My challenge is to offer each of
them the opportunity.~
-Charles Culbertson

A healthier
commonwealth
JMU's three new master's
degree programs include
the first in public health
The College of Graduate and
Professional Programs has added
three new m aster's degrees to
its roster, acco rdi ng to dean Bill
Walker. A M as ter o f Physician
Assista nt Stud ies a nd a Master of
Science in Nursing have both been
approved by the State Council for
Hi gher Edu ca t ion in Virg inia.
jMU a nd th ree o th e r Virginia
colleges have a lso jo ined force s
to o ffer th e state's first gradu ate
progra m in pu b li c hea lth .
The ph ysician assista nt graduate prog ra m's m i ion is to edu cate future primary care ph ysician
assi ta nts se rving part icul arly in
rural and medi ca ll y un der erved
areas . T he Mas ter of Sc ience in
Nursin g prog ra m offers two role
opti o ns : adult or gero ntology
nurse prac titi o ner; a nd educ ator with ex pe rti se in hea lth of
adults and older adu lt s.
The pa rtnership t hat formed
the C ommon wea lt h M as te r
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The struggle continues, says Jesse Jackson
As keynote speaker for JMU's celebration of
Martin Luther King Day, former presidential
candidate an d Rainbow Coalition founder Jesse
Jackson told students, faculty members and guests
no t to "romant icize King's life, but to live his
dream ." The 2004 celebration marked the 75th
an niversary of King's birth.
"The common perception of King's 'I Have
a Dream' speech is that the dream has been fulfilled," said Jackson. "Political leaders have been
romanticizing King and taking his remarks out
of context. The dream remains unfulfilled. King's
true legacy is that he formed a coalition representing black, white, Hispanic, Jewish and labor
to form a 'poor people's campaign' to change the
nation's priorities."
Jackson charged Bush's administration with
diverting those priorities and creating "government-induced racial polarization, class division
and global isolation .... Right-wing policies have

eliminated 3 mi llion jobs, and it's time for Americans to demand a fundamenta l change. Bush 's tactics are hurtful," jackson added. "Last year he displayed a picture of Dr. King at the White House,
while sending his lawyers to the Supreme Court
to kill affirmative action."
Jackson, who ran for the U.S. presidency in 1984
and 1988, has since worked to increase voter registration and voting. He has led major organizing
tours in Appalachia, California, Georgia and Mississippi. Jackson began working in the civil rights
movement after graduating from North Carolina
A&T State University in 1964. Three years after
King's death, jackson founded Operation People
United to Serve Humanity and, in 1984, he founded
the National Rainbow Coalition. In 1997, President Bill Clinton appointed Jackson Special Envoy
of the President and Secretary of State for the Promotion of Democracy in Africa. He has met with
presidents of South Africa, Kenya and Zambia. ~

of Public Hea lth progra m was
designed by j M U, Geo rge Mason
University, Old Domi nion University and Eastern Virginia Medica l
School to improve the expertise of
Virginia's public-hea lth workers
and to mee t a growing need for
higher-level hea lth education. The
two -year, distance-lea rning program offers specialt y co ncentrations in health management, policy, education and behavior.
Stephen H. Stewart, jMU's
director of strategic alliances and
special projects, says the program's
six-year evolution included discussions among public-health administrators at the four schools, negotiations with the State Council of
Higher Education for Virginia and
a 2002 needs assessment.

"The bottom line was t hat
there were many public-health
issues within the state, a workforce that was somewhat undertrained and no public-hea lth
program," says Stewart. "We
reali zed that we had the pieces
of such a program at the different universities and so decided
to pull them together into the
master's-degree program."
The program will train health
wo rkers to assess health needs
and design programs to meet
th ose needs, manage administrative functions in health organizations, conduct program eva luations and o utcom es research,
develop coalitions to meet commu nity needs, market health
se rv ices, ana lyze the epid emi ology of spec ific diseases; and
measure the qualit y of hea lthcare services.
"JMU n ow has more than
30 high-quality grad uate programs offer in g master's, specialist and doctoral degrees and
low stude nt-to-facu lt y ratios,"
says Walker.~

Nurse of the year
Senior Stephan ie jenkins
w as n a med
Virgin i a's
2004 Student
Nurse of the
Year at th e 52nd Virginia Nursing St ud ents Assoc iation convention. Four JMU students
were elected to the VNSA board
during the convention. Senior
Haley Phillips and juniors Pam
Weirich, Christina Russell and
Amanda Stroud will represent
JMU at the state level and Virginia at the national convention. JMU's NSA chapter a lso
earned the Most Active Constituent Award, the Community Service Award, the Breakthrough Nursing Award and the
Most Spirited Award. The chap-

ter focuses on community service and this semester sponsored
a hea lth fair at Joh n Wayland
Elementary to provide healthcare information and activities
for children and parents . ~

Volunteer builder
JMU ranks No.8 nationa lly
among medium-size universities
and colleges with alum ni serving
in the Peace Corps, according to
the 43-year-old service organization. Forty-one alumni are serving the Peace Corps in 2004. A
consistent volunteer producer,
JMU boasts more than 200 Peace
Corps alumni who have served
in nearly 100 countries. ~
www. peacecorps .gov

Fraternities earn
success with service
)MU 's Beta Rho chapter of
the Phi Sigma Pi Nationa l Honor
Fraternity won the Joseph Torchia Outstanding Chapter
Award for the second straight
year. Phi Sigma Pi is a coeducational honor fraternity founded
in 1916 with 96 chapters across
the nation.
The Torchia award, given
annua lly to only four U.S. chapters, is presented to the organizations that best serve the ideals of
scholarship, leadership and fel lowship while encouraging personal and professional growth.
"It's a rarity to win two years in a
row," says junior Katie Friend, Phi
Sigma Pi parliamentarian.
JMU's Theta Chi fraternity
raised $5,500 in toy and cash
donations in its annuall2 Days
Project, a fund drive for needy
children in the Harrisonburg and
Rockingham County areas.
"Theta Chi alumni donated
more than $700, and the JMU
community really pulled together
for this cause," says Joshua Inkell,
judicial chairman of the interfraternity council. ~

Bob Kolvoord

professor of integrated
science and technology
2003 Distinguished Faculty Award
"Teaching was a conscious career decision for me. There's a thrill about
helping somebody make the light turn on. When you're able to help
somebody get into a tough concept and they finally get it, the thrill for
them is palpable .... That joy exceeds any joy a fat paycheck would
give me .... It's not about the teaching. It's about the learning. Teaching
keeps you on your intellectual toes. In some sense, there's an unwritten
contract between teacher and student. I can't demand their excellence
if I'm not willing to return that. I wouldn't feel like I was living up to my
end of the bargain if I didn't do the very best that I could."

~
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That's what JMU education expert
John Fahey calls his offbeat way of teaching.

and Gc11e J,cman ('On)

We have all these sayings in education, and one of them is "drill and kill." That is when you go over it and over it [until] you kill stu-
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dents' enthusiasm and motivation," says JMU education professor John Fahey. "What I do is more 'drill and thrill.' In other words, we're
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going to drill them until they know it, and we're going to thrill them in the process so that they want to learn more. That's what I do, and
what I hope our teachers are going to do.''
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A former middle-school teacher, principal
and school division director of instruction,
Fahey now teaches primarily graduate-level
students who hope to be administrators. He
completely understa nds the challenges teachers face in today's content-driven a nd SOLI
No Child Left Behind-laced system.
Fahey's message is crystalline: Content
a nd fun must coexist, and you can't expect
the former to stick without occasional doses
of the latter.
This is a guy who flicks a fluffy pink wand
at a middle-school st udent and says, "You
are going to learn this today" or to another
more rowdy classm ate, "You are invisible."
During his twice-weekly forays to Kate Col-

!ins Middle School in Waynesboro- with
at least one of his two dozen JMU education
practicum stud ents looking on- Fah ey
emphasizes a pa rticular bit of content with
help from a plastic lobster or a dinner fork
attached to the end of a telescopic antenna.
His middle-school students sometimes act
out the diagramming of a sentence- complete with one child stomping his foot to
emphasi ze the period.
In a recent graduate-level educational leadership class, Fa hey blew annoying " touchable" bubbles at his charges during a difficult
group assignment to simulate how hard it is
for attention-deficient hyperactivity disorder
students to deal with outside stimuli.

Whatever you call it, Fahey loves to
keep 'em guessing. And research shows he's
onto something.
Little by li ttle, Fahey's mag ica l
blend of content and just the right
touch of folly is helping to redefine the way educators tackle the
formidable challenge of reach ing
today's youngsters.
"I teach with novelty
as sort of a platform," says
Fa h ey,
who also
spent time
as a Rus-

Too much fun ? "Never," Fahey says. "If y ou don't thrill
them at least a little bit, you're going to lose them. And I
do not want to lose one of them."

sia n
translator,
intelligence
research specialist and division chief of informat ion with the U.S.
Army Intell igence Agency during the Cold War. "Looking at resea rch on
the brain, all human beings really enjoy novelty; and novelty drives curiosity."
Fahey's combination ofoutlandish props and
pursuant puns has a solid foundation in research.
"Research supports humor in learning," he says.
"We remember things that are funny. We remember things that stand out. Even when I say stupid things, and I do, some of them intentionally, they remember because of that."
Today's "screenager generation" requires
a revamping of trad itiona l pedagogy, he
says. "Today's children grew up with television screens,
computer
screens,

Game Boys, Xbox; and we need to keep all that
in mind as we refine the way we teach."
Fahey is not asking teachers to fly around
their rooms in Superman suits or to smash
vegetables a Ia Gallagher, but teachers must
be willing to take some risks to reach today's
youngsters. "With the way society bas changed,
if you don't keep them interested, if you don't
have a little novelty, if you don't thrill them at
least a little bit, you're going to lose them. And
I do not want to lose one of them," he says.
For Fahey, it's all about creating sparks.
"!want kids that I teach, no matter what age
group, to come back to m y room beca use
they never know exactly what it's going to be
like," be says. "I want them to know it's going
to be exciting each and every day. I feel like
if I ca n get them to really com e back every
day, then they are going to lea rn ."
Fa hey bas great fa ith in his fellow educators, young and old.
"I just have to give teachers the idea that
this is how you do it, and this is how you can
do it," Fahey says. "They'll turn a rou nd and
do a lot better job than I am. I'm just planting the seeds. The seeds will grow, and teachers will come up with their own ideas. In the
lon g run, we all b en efit."~
Story by Bill Gentry
Photos by Diane Elliott ('00)

Margin of

Excellence

James Madison University extends its sincere thanks to the following donors for making
a difference at JMU. Between Oct. 16, 2003,
and Feb. 1, 2004, these friends made charitable gifts of $50,000 or more. Their contributions help JMU increase its margin of excellence in higher education.
Coca-Cola North America
Atlanta, Ga.
Office of the President
Football Scoreboard
JMU Scholarship Fund

Thomas and Karyn Dingledine
Charlottesville, Va.
Agness S. Dingledine
M emorial Scholarship

Beverly Y. Harris ('68)
Roanoke, Va.
Beverly Y. Harris
Endowed Scholarship
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HealthRx Corp.
Springfield, Va.
Gift-in-Kind: HealthRx
Clinical Medical Software

Bill V. and Linda H. Neff
Harrisonburg, Va.
Gift-in-Kind: Blue Ridge
Residence H all
Bill V. Neff Sr. Endowment
for James Madison University

Nielsen Construction Co. Inc.
Harrisonburg, Va.
Robert and Frances Plecker
Athletic Performance Center

Charles 0. Strickler family
Harrisonburg, Va.
Robert and Frances Plecker Athletic
Performance Center
Duke Club

Monty on the Web
is about JMU's top professors,
students and alumni.
Read more at

www.jmu.edu/monty
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Beyond teaching and mentoring,
Cameron Nickels shared scholarship
I remember well the first day that I met English professor Cameron Nickels. It was not among the offices of Keezell Hall; it wasn't
even on the JMU campus. I encountered him at the annual fiddlers'
convention held in Galax, Va. I recall noticing an energetic fellow
musician at rna ny of the same jam sessions that weekend and wondering, "who is that unkempt guy in a red Seba Smith T-shirt?" I believe
he wore that shirt the entire weekend. As we parted ways at the end
of the festival, I responded to his inquiry about what I did when not
playing banjo, proudly stating that I was about to enter the University
of Virginia to study English. His reply to this impudent high school
graduate continues to bring a smile: "Really? I'm a professor of English at JMU." I did go off to U.Va. at the end of that summer, but that
chance meeting with Cameron Nickels stuck with me. Three semesters later, I was a student in the English department at JMU.
Looking back from the perspective of 22 years it is easy to see
the influence that this special professor has held over me. I quickly
became immersed in his American literature courses and found -like
many students, I imagine- that Dr. Nickels' humorous demeanor
both in and out of class certainly did not mean that he failed to take
teaching seriously. His courses were challenging and demanding. If
your writing was not precise, you were asked - no, required - to
rewrite, and the reading of assignments before class was expected,
not an option. However, if class members lived up to those expectations, they would invariably be treated to a present from Dr. Nickels' bag of humorous treats. For instance, he may deliver his original Rapping Raven (Poe's The Raven delivered at a rapper's pace) or

spin tales of his imaginary deer-hunting season, when hunters were
obliged to strangle their prey ("Deer Hunter Injured in Strangling
Episode" was one of Dr. Nickels' invented headlines). The humor in
his courses was a reflection of his scholarly interests. W hile I was a
student at JMU, he was at work on the manuscript of New England
Humor, which was published in 1993. I learned only then that the
Seba Smith of his T-shirt was a 19th-century New Engla nd humorist. His excellence in teaching and scholarship led to his selection
as both a Madison Scholar and a Fulbright Scholar.
Those of us who enrolled in his courses learned not o nly about
American literature, but about American culture as well. My interest in this cultural approach grew quickly, and I decided to obtain
a Ph.D. in American studies. Dr. Nickels introduced me to the idea
and then helped me achieve it. From ushering me through my first
academic conference to entrusting me to copy-edit his book manuscript, his interest in my career spurred my confidence and encouraged me to persevere in earning the degree toward which his courses
had first lured me.
Dr. Nickels' interest in his students, both academically and otherwise, encouraged students to want to learn more about literature and
culture. Now, as assistant professor of English at Bridgewater College,
I try to engender the level of interest in my students' minds that Dr.
Nickels created in his students. My goal is to rouse my students, as Dr.
Nickels did for his many students, to an appreciation of a life spent
thinking about the literature, culture and daily life around them.
Cameron Nickels retired in 2003 after 32 years of teaching at JMU.
In those years he surely inspired others besides me to achieve their
goals. I like to think that, although he will no longer hold forth at
JMU, a portion of his enthusiasm for teaching and sharing scholar-

< H It

An Encyclopedia of Religion and War
2004 Routledge
Edited by lain S. Maclean; ISBN: 0415942462

•

eligion professor lain Macle~n ~erves as ~ssociat~ ~ditor for th~s
latest volume in Routledge s highly pra1sed Rehgwn and Society Series. From the Crusades to today's conflicts in the Middle East,
religion has played a powerful and critical role in many wars throughout history. This A-Z reference analyzes the role of religion in major
wars, as well as the role of war in the development of major religions.
Entries cover historical and modern religious-based conflicts an d
delve into global issues, including warrior cults, genocides, Holy War,
assassins, Taliban, pacifism and the Holy Roman Empi re.

Everyday Psychokillers
2004 FC2
By Lucy Corwin ; ISBN: 1573661120

•

ship will be carried forward in my classroom. The love of learning is
strong in Cameron Nickels; so is the love of teaching. The value of
those two facts to his many students is preserved across the country
in man y different classrooms, in many different homes. ~

nglish professor Lucy Corwin's first novel interweaves history,
myth, rumor and news with the experiences of a you ng girl living
in South Florida. Like Gra ce Paley's narrators, she is pensive and eager,
hungry for experience but restrained. Into the sphere of her regard
comes a Ted Bundy reject, th e God Osiris, a Caribbean slave turned
pirate, a ci rcus performer living in a box, broken horses, a Sem inole
chief in a swamp and a murderous baby sitter. Corwin's shor t stories
have appeared in Algonquin's New Stories from the South.

Hall of Mirrors: Power, Witchcraft
and Caste in Colonial Mexico

-Scott Hamilton Suter ('85)

2003 Duke University Press
By Laura A. Lewis; ISBN: 0-8223-3147-0

About the professor
Cameron Nickels taught English at JMU for 32 years and retired in
May 2003. For years, he edited the academic journal on American
humor, To Wit. In 1993 he published New England Humor: From the
Revolutionary War to the Civil War and is currently working on a book
about Civil War humor. Nickels was the first male elected to an office
in JMU 's Faculty Women's Ca ucus.

About the author
Scott Hamilton Suter ('85) is an English professor at Bridgewater College. In 2003, he published Images of America, Harrisonburg, a photographic history containing 200 rare vintage images of Harrisonburg
and Rockingham County.

The Montpelier series written by you and your classmates won a 2004
CASE Award of Excellence. Keep those top-notch, heartfelt submissions
coming. If your entry is published in Montpelier, you'll receive $100.
Entries may be edited for content and length. Send them to montpelier@
jmu.edu or Montpelier, MSC 5718, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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nthropology professor Laura Lewis's book is an ethnographic
•
study and part of the " Latin American Otherwise: Languages,
Empires and Nations" series. Through an examination of caste in 16thand 17th-century Mexico, Lewis explores th e constru ction of hierarchy and difference in a Span ish colon ial setting. She describes how the
meanings attached to the categories of Spanish, Indian, black, mulatto
and mestizo were generated within that setting and how th e cultural
poli tics of caste produced a system of fluid and relational designations
that both facilitated and und ermined Spanish governance.

The Science of Fly-Fishing
2003 University of Virginia Press
By Stan Ulanski; ISBN: 0813922100

Congratulations, you won!

Professors You L VE

15

•

ology and environmental science professor Stan Ulanksi presents the basic elements of the physical and biological sciences in
a way that helps readers see their practical application to fishing. His
comprehensive work integrates scientific components into the sport
of angling and is designed for anglers who are curious about the relevance of science to the sport. Ulanski also explores topics such as
the physics of fly casti ng, the angler's environment, the diet of trout
and the role of lake geology and biology.
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100 YEARS AGO
1904- In the spring, a legislative committee of the Virginia General Assembly visited
28 cities and towns, Harrisonburg among
them, in its search of the perfect site for a
future normal school. "Each of these locali- 1
ties was asked to furnish written information about the health of the area, the water
supply, the sewerage and lighting systems,
accessibility, including railroad and steamboat connections, the topography of the area
and the cost ofliving."
[Raymond S. Dingledine's Madison College: The First
Fifty Years, 1908-1958] ,

7._3 YEARS AGO
1931 - While working in the dining room
as a student at Harrisonburg Teachers College, Emily Harrison Bates was the server for
former First Lady Edith Wilson. On May 15,
she visited campus for commencement and

to celebrate the dedication of Wilson Hall,
named for her late husband, Woodrow Wilson, the 27th U.S. president. The year before,
Emily had represented Harrisonburg Teachers College in the Apple Blossom Parade.
[Emily Harrison Bates, letter to
Montpelier, 2002]

'

YEARS AGO

1976- Campus manages to celebrate the

1

bicentennia l of the Declaration of Independence and also welcom e Sa ntana,
Mirabai, Liverpool, Cheech and Chong,
Fleetwood Mac, Pure Prai rie League and
Michael Murphy.
[1976 Bluestone, Volume 68]

57 YEARS AGO

f0YEARSAGO

1947 - In September, John Wells becomes the
last faculty member hired by Madison College
President Samuel Page Duke. Wells goes on
to lead the science education program, create
the television production studio and, as both
the university photographer and a pilot, take
many aerial photos of campus. He is perhaps
best known for establishing, in 1974, the planetarium named for him in Miller Hall. Wells
celebrated his 90th birthday in January.
[Spring 2004 Spectrum, the newsletter of JMU 's
Department of Physics]

,28

1

1

1994 - The Dukes out score Nor th Carolina in a dramatic penalty-stroke shoot out to
win the NCAA field hockey title in Boston.
"The minute the whistle blew, and we were
going to strokes, we knew we had it;' Dukes
goalkeeper Heather Colbert said then. Coach
Christy Morgan said, 'We started the season
with a dream to be the No. 1 team in the nation.
Our commitment, desire and dedication paid
off in an NCAA championship."
[JMU Field Hockey Media Guide]

200 YEARS AGO IN THE LIFE 01:: JAMES "1ADISON
1804 - Anglo-American relations continued to deteriorate with the ongoing British impressment of American seamen. Further complicating the
matter was the strained relationship between Secretary of State james Madison and British Minister Anthony Merry, who remained angry over a
perceived diplomatic snub at a White House dinner the previous year. Madison, in a lengthy letter to james Monroe, explained that the Republican
administration". .. has not been disposed to cherish ceremony of any kind . . ."and lamented, "I blush at having put so much trash on paper."
[Phil Bigler: The James Madison Center; TIJe Papers of James Madison, Volume VI; Ralph Ketcham James Madison. A Biograptw]

My first Madison sunnner
While Mama finishes up her teaching credentials, a curious 10-year-old explores campus
Left: Nannie Wilson Moore Newton ('54) rallies her class
for photo day on Tangier Island, 1948. She and her son,
David, rest on Kissing Rock between summer classes.

The trip from Tangier Island in the Chesapeake Bay to Harrisonb urg was long and
involved that June of 1948. As a lO-yearold, I longed to spend the summer with my
new friends on the island, but my mother
insisted that I accompany her and my 8-yearold brother, David, as she took up her studies
toward a bachelor's degree at Madison.
Mama had completed two years at Longwood (then Farmville State Teachers College) in 1924-26. Financial problems for her
tobacco farmer father prevented her return.
However, two years of college were enough
to teach in Virginia schools, which she did
until she married my father. In 1948, as a
fifth-grade teacher in the Ta ngier school, she
needed to complete her degree. She considered returning to Farmville in the summers,
but after hearing about Madison College's
summer program, she decided to make the
trip to Harrisonburg.
We took the mail boat from Tangier to
Crisfield, Md., took a taxi to Princess Ann,
then took a bus to Cape Charles and across
the mouth of the Chesapeake by ferry to
Kiptopeke, and then rode another bus to
Richmond. There were a few days with family in Richmond, then a train to Staunton,
where the Madison College bus waited for
us. It was late in the evening when we settled into Sprinkle House with our trunk.
Mama left us just long enough to register.

Sprinkle House was large, dark and lonely
for an exhausted pair of siblings. Tears were
very near until Mama returned. The next
morning we found our way to breakfast in
Harrison Hall. Of course, we were late, but
another woman was late also and kindly
Miss Raine (the dietitian) forgave us all. The
other latecomer turned out to be Mama's
cousin, and between breakfast and family
we felt at home.
Thus began a wonderful summer. My
brother and I enrolled in Main Street School,
where we walked each morning with the
other children of Madison's large summer
contingent of teacher-student-parents. An
abundance of student teachers made each
morning's classes seem fun. Friends Ann and
Brenda, among others, walked with me back
to campus for lunch in Harrison Hall. After
eating, we visited the large children's collections at the library or sneaked in to explore
Messick House, with its many unoccupied

1

1

dark rooms. There were plenty of activities.
The regular students were kind and organized ball games and trips for us. There
was a small outdoor pool on the back campus, and the Fourth of July featured a huge
watermelon-topped picnic behind Wilson
Hall. The most fun of all was the arrival of
Richard Chase with his grandfather tales. We
gathered around him and listened intently
as he spun story after story. He also hosted
square dances, where we learned the Virginia Reel. By the end of the summer, I was
not ready to leave.
Mama returned to Madison each summer,
sometimes without my brother and me, in
pursuit of her degree. She liked her classes,
enjoyed the professors and was pleased that
her children were happy. Her hard work
earned her election to Kappa Delta Pi.
By the summer of 1954, the last course
Mama needed was a history course, which
she took by correspondence from another
university and transferred the credits to
Madison. She graduated from Madison at
the end of the summer session in 1954, and
the whole family attended commencement.
As Mama graduated, I had already begun my
three years and three summers at Madison.
It was my pleasure to usher at her graduation
ceremony. The white rose corsage I bought
for her then signified my pride in her intelligence, fortitude and perseverance. A brick
on the patio of the Leeolou Alumni Center
honors her memory.
The summer sessions that Madison provided for Nannie Wilson Moore Newton ('54)
and Virginia's other teachers who needed to
upgrade their qualifications were invaluable
to the state. For me, they were happy times.
When the time came for me to choose a college, Madison was first in my heart.
-Sarah Wilson Newton Palmer ('57)
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JMU alumni, professors and students cited in the news
The James Madison University band from Virginia is one of the
best known collegiate bands in the U.S. and was on its first visit
to Ireland. In blue-and-white uniforms and with white plumes
on their hats, the 250-strong band performed on every sort of
instrument, including xylophones.
- Bands step out for New Year's Day,
The Irish utne~ Jan . 2, 2004

The arboretum at [JMU] ... where I stopped after Blandy, offers its
students a sanctuary of peace and quiet in the belief that contemplation of nature can aid all sorts of academic endeavors. Walking
around it alone late one afternoon, I had much dearer and more
useful thoughts than I had had in long hours of driving.
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Civil rights activist and visiting scholar
proves students can stimulate change
Proving that students can

Tired of going to school in

prompt change in the nation's
laws, a leader of a student strike

shacks heated by small pot-bellied stoves, Stokes, his sister,

that linked Virginia to the landmark 1954 U.S. Supreme Court

Carrie B. Johns, and Irene Taylor
bega n meeting to see what they

Brown v. Board ofEducation case

could do to change their situatio n. The trio planned a student

shared his personal story with
students and faculty members
during Black History Month.
Visiting scholar Joh n Stokes
was a leader of the student strike
at Robert R. Moton High School,
a segregated school that was the
subject of the students' walkout
and their parents' lawsu it over

In memoriam

one of the cases grouped w ith

Brown v. Board ofEducation.

which the court unanimou sly

an anthropologist at JMU in Virginia, who has studied the Semi-

ruled on May 17, 1954, that the
"separate but equa l" doctrine

The William Tell Award to Megan Bowker, All-America archer
from JMU, who finished fourth in the World University Games
in South Korea and shot the American team to a gold medal.
- Replaying the year's highlights, taking a look back at the
year's best in sports, Boston Globe, Dec. 25, 2003

Motorola copes with the tight market in part by utilizing the
Chinese practice of guanxi.
- Greg Wang, director of the JMU Workforce Development Campus and
former Motorola human resources manager, The China Puzzle,
Workforce Managetnent, December 2003

I suspect, in most cases, that acupuncture works through
a placebo effect.
- Marcia Angell ('60), The Alternative Fix: the controversy
over complementary and alternative medical treatments,
PBS: Frontline, Nov. 5, 2003

said Stokes. "You have to fight

deplorable conditions. The suit,

"The Seminole was never an Indian tribe," said Joseph Opala,

- A Nation Divided: Seminole rift more than a black-and-white issue,
Newsday, New York, Dec. 22, 2003, and National Geographic's
Ultitnate Explorer, MSNBC, Nov. 23, 2003

ignored their protest. "O ur case
was instrumental because it was
the o nly children-led protest,"

Davis et al. v. County School Board
ofPrince Edward County, became

A Baltimore public school
teacher, Stokes is a nationally
known sp eaker on the case, in

nole since the 1970s. "It was a multi-ethnic tribe to start."

walkout and drafted a letter to
th e NAACP after the m ed ia

fo r what you believe in because
no one will fight for you.'~
-Michelle Hite ('88)

- Everything on the Virginian garden is looming lovely,
Mail on Sunday, London, Dec. 28, 2003
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established with its 1896 Plessy
v. Ferguson decision deprived
racially segregated students of the
equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the 14th Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution.
"Th e overcrowded colored
schools were made of wood, had
outdoor toilets, potbellied stoves
and no other sources of heat,"
Stokes said. "White schools were
built of brick, had indoor toilets,
sources of heat, a cafeteria, auditoriu m and a gym."

Betty G. Hartman of Ta llahassee, Fla., died Dec. 6, 2003.
She taught physical educatio n at
Madison College and coached the
fie ld hockey team in t he 1950s.
H a rtman served as president of
the Division of Girls' and Women's Sports of the American Alliance for Hea lth, Physical Education a nd Recreatio n from 1971
to 1973. In that capacity she was
a leader in the fight for gend er
eq uality in athletics. Hart m an
served on the faculty and coaching staffs at the Univers it y of
Connecticut, MacMurray College, O hio State University a nd
the Ca rnegie Institute of Technology. She retired in 1987 as
dea n of the Kent State Univer sity School of Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance.

2004's Furious Flower poetry conference
to celebrate laureates and emerging voices
JMU's Furious Flower Poetry Center will host its second Furious
Flower Poetry Co nfere nce Sept. 22 -25, bringing noted Afr ican American poets and writers to campus. En glish professor and JMU
Honors Program director Joanne Gabbin directs the center. The fall conference is sponsored by the JMU Honors Program, the Virginia Foundation for the Humanities and Public Policy, and Barnes and Noble. To
register, visit www.jmu.edu/furiousflower or call (540) 568- 2694.

Women's hOOP.S records fall
as frosh five
rebounds. McCall tallied 13 points two games
At the beginn ing of the 2003-04 season,
later. Benvenuto had eight assists in her fifth
head women's basketball coach Kenny Brooks
knew his team would be young; and after the
game, and Felix had a career-high 12 points
first few days of practice, he thought he may
against Old Dominion. "This class is setting
the foundation, and I never thought in a milbe in for a long season. "The first couple days
lion years they would be able to contribute
of preseason, t he fres hmen were throwing
the ball all over the place," he says.
1 as much as they have," Brooks admits.
The freshmen five already have their
Freshmen Meredith Alexis, Andrea Benvenuto, Lesley Dick inson, Shameena Felix 1 handwriting all over JMU's record books.
Freshman records fo r minutes played, points,
and Shirley McCall spent their first season
smashing reco rd s a nd proving their head
rebounds and assists all fell this season. Dickcoach wrong.
inson set the freshman record for points in
a season (476) and the all-time record for
"Before practice even started I knew the
free throws made in a season (136). Alexis
freshmen would play a prominent role," says
set the all-time record for rebounds in a seaBrooks. "They had to come in and step up with
son with 322. Dickinson was named Colothe loss ofShanna Price, Nadine Morgan and
Jess Cichowicz to graduation. That trio ranked ; n ial Athletic Association Rookie of the Year,
and both players earned all-conference thirdamong all-time leaders in points, rebounds
team honors. It was the first time that a JMU
and assists. We needed a special class to come
in and replace their contributions."
freshman earned all-conference accolades.
The 2004 freshmen quintet came ready to
The freshmen played 60 percent of the team's
minutes, (another school record).
perform. In the season opener against Jacksonville State, Dickinson scored a team-high
Brooks had at least two of his fresh men
15 points, and Alexis grabbed a game-high 11
on the court for the entire season, and often

At the heart of]MU's 2004 women's basketball team is a contingency offive freshmen
led by (top left) No. 24 Lesley Dickinson,
2004 Colonial Athletic Association women's
basketball Rookie of the Year. (Clockwise):
Shirley McCa ll, Andrea Benvenuto,
Shameena Felix and Meredith Alexis.

up to four at a time. Dickinson led the team
in scoring, Alexis topped the conference and
team in rebounding, and Benvenuto was
among conference leaders in assists. T he
freshman class combined to out score and
out rebound the rest of the team in all but
one of the 31 games. George Mason ended
JMU's season in the quarterfinals of the
CAA women's championships.
Throughout sports history, rookies have
learned from veterans, but JMU's 2004 freshmen didn't even have the luxury of a learning curve. With only four upperclassmen on
the roster, the group had to learn on the fly.
"This team can only get better because of the
way they learned on the court," says Brooks.
"They still have a lot to learn, and it's going
to be a special team once, collectively, they
start feeding off one another and learning
one another's moves."~
-David Biancamano

"WE HAVE THE BEST COUNTRY IN THE WORLD, NO QUESTION ABOUT
THAT, BUT THE ONLY WAY WE CAN CONTINUE THAT IS THROUGH EDUCATION," SAYS DONOR AND HARRISONBURG DEVELOPER BILL NEFF, FOR
WHOM THE CITY NAMED AN AVENUE. WHEN THE JMU REAL ESTATE
FOUNDATION PURCHASED BLUE RIDGE HALL FROM HIM, NEFF CUT

$1.3 MILLION OFF THE MARKET PRICE AND THEN PLEDGED AN ADDITIONAL $100,000 GIFT TO THE UNIVERSITY.
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To seal the deal for the mall's site, Neff
told the buyer that he would level the land to

converted 33 to four lanes. That was com-

the corporation's desired elevation. Accord-

" I knew what to d o with the dirt," he

pleted soon after the city's I-81 segment

ing to Neff, they just couldn't see it until

says. Truckload by tru ckload he redistrib-

(the first section of the interstate to be built

he showed the mall folk that he could sell

uted "Mud Mountain " elsewhere on his

them the land with the hill removed, leav-

land, as it was sold off to investors, all the

to follow. "I knew the city was wrong, and

ing enough space for the structure and its

while drawing comm erc ial development

I told the city, I told them the plan: 'Within

copious parking needs. Neff wanted the dirt

closer to JMU.

20 years that 33-east corridor is going to be

anyway, a mountain of it- which he created

The university, mea nwhile, under Carrier,

larger than downtown Harrisonburg."'

-for tilling in that southwesterly quarter of

pushed out across the interstate. A convoca-

"As a result of that, I started buying prop-

0

erty, 'cause I knew," he says. He bought the

N

remained unperturb ed by the criticism.

nationally, says Neff). Business was bound

I

s

campaign publicly complaining about it. Neff

west. The corridor's lucrative future, according to Neff, was determined once the state

lowland that swept back toward the inter-

tion center. A beautiful st udent recreation

state and JMU, where president Ronald

facility. An arboretum . Before long, JMU and

real estate in increments, using the profits he

Carrier now resided in Hillcrest, planning

Neff were converging over the same land. As

made from sales of mobile homes, until he

an arboretum and envisioning an east cam-

Carrier began formula ti ng his ideas about

v

eventually owned an expanse of land from

pus across the interstate.

CJSAT, he knew he needed Neff.

E

R

Country Club Road (the original U.S. 33) to

The mall went up, becoming a robust com-

I

today's Edith}. Carrier Arboretum, roughly

mercial success, boosted by a steadily grow-

"He calls me about II o'clock one morning

u
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2,000 acres in all.

And Neff came th ro ugh .

ing and seasonal influx of JMU students and

back in the early '90s and he says, 'Ron, I want

their families. The city, having annexed Neff's

to talk to you about thi s piece of property,"'

chasing the land. To divert the commercial

land from Rockingham County, also appre-

Carrier recalls. Carrier summoned then vice

herding of development to the city's south

ciated the promising and expanding retail

president and current President Linwood H.

side, Neff began purchasing property there

tax base that Neff's gradually materializing

Rose and one of the school's trusted financial

and raising the price. Meanwhile, he set out

dream was providing. As a revenue source,

supporters, Zane Showker. The three met Neff

Still, there was more to it than just pur-

some water. At great personal expense, he con-

it damped down the city's property taxes, an

at the site. Neff, chewing tobacco, rolled a plat

nected the land along 33 to the city's public

attractive feature of Harrisonburg that contin-

out on the hood of his car. It revealed the 100

water and sewer lines. By the latter half of the

ues today, according to Brian Shull, the city's

acres of land Neff was brokering for another

'70s, corporate developers began looking east

director of economic development.

landowner and on which CISAT now sits. "Bill,

at Neff's farmland. K-Mart. Kroger. Then Val-

Still, there was Neff's "Mud Mountain,"

ley Mall, he says, which was one of the top 10

as it came to be called, dominating the land-

largest malls in the country at the time.

scape behind the mall. Many townsfolk didn't

The buffalo had to be moved. So, too,
did its farm .

we'd really like to have the land, but we don't
have any money," Carrier said.
Neff responded that he had an eager

understand, including one member of the

developer interested in the land, yet he really

city council who waged a successful election

wanted the university to have it. Carrier and

THE FIRST ACADEMIC BUILDIN

his bond," says former Harrisonburg mayor

EAST OF 1-81

and fellow developer Rodney Eagle.

"We don't own anything on this earth,"
says Neff, about his philanthropy. "The good

A hands-on, no-frills (there is no computer

Lord owns it all, anything that's material-

at his desk, and his secretary still uses an elec-

! don't care whether it's a vehicle or build-

tric typewriter) entrepreneur, Neff is guided by

ing- it's going to nothing," he adds. "You

an abiding Methodist faith. He contributes 10

must give back; you can't try to keep stuff

percent of his income to various local charities

and horde it."

and institutions, including JMU. "We have the

He leans back in his squeaky desk chair,

best country in the world, no question about

sitting in his mobile office on the Neff Auto

that, but the only way we can continue that is

Sales lot on University Boulevard (which he
built), at the center of Harrisonburg's com-

through education," he says.
Recently he sold the university Blue Ridge

mercial labyrinth (that he started), now

Hall at a $1.3 million reduction off the mar-

some of the city's most valuab le real estate.

ket price. The building, which Neff originally

As the crow flies, Neff, is barely a half-mile

built and leased to the university as a residence

from that original pasture where he began

Rose needed time to secure the cash from

hall, is adjacent to the campus, across from

selling mobile homes, when many people

donors and the Gen era l Assembly. So Car-

Costco. Given Neff's original investment in

were questioning his entrepreneurial sense
of direction.

rier proposed to Neff t hat he hold the land

the land, his gift to JMU has provided him a

in reserve for si x to eight mo nths, buying the

substantial tax break on the appreciated land

And what about that lone buffalo?

university time, for wh ich favor it would pay

value. That's something Neff the business-

It turned out to be sterile. So, Neff, on

$100,000. Neff agreed . Ca rrier next asked

man relishes and recommends to others. "My

a whim, while vacationing with his family

Neff if he would com mit $50,000 for that

gift didn't cost me what I gave," he explains.

in South Dakota, purchased a truckload of

purpose. Neff agreed , aga in. Showker then

"That $1.3 million didn't come right out of

buffalo during an auction at Custer State

did the same, at Carrier's request, for the

my pocket, but it does come off my taxes. I

Park. He turned them all loose on the hill-

remaining $50,000.

think that kind of gift arrangement should

side of his farm overlooking 1-81 , where they

"Lin Rose and Twent up there and had not

appea l to other businessmen and farmers

intrigued and entertained amused hordes

a nickel and walked away with a commitment

and landowners. It's smart business, and it

of passing motorists for many years. And

to hold the land with their money," says Carrier.

benefits education."

though Neff never intended the buffalo as
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In addition to his in-kind contribution

a business venture, he ended up selling hun -

from the sale of the building, Neff has pledged

dreds of thousand s of dollars worth dur-

G

Rose elaborates. "Today that land is home

$100,000 to the university, making his com-

ing the years, mostly, he says to "gentleman

to the Leeolou Alumni Center and the College

bined gift of$1.4 million among the largest

farmers," eager to corral a bit of vanishing

2
0
0
4

Center and about a quarter ofJMU's academic

that JMU has received to date.

mythic America. +

"That was Bill Neff, and that's why we have that
land, because he was willing to do that."

programs. All of this foll owed Bill Neff's commitment at that decisive moment."
Neff, who laughs at the story, is positive
about the longstanding relationship he and Neff
Enterprises have had with JMU, both as a friend
and business partner. "We've very often done
things on a handshake, with no contract, no
nothing. They've always lived up to everything
they've said, and we certainly have too."
Longtime colleagues describe Neff as
just that kind of businessman, for whom
a handshake is enough. "Bill Neff is one of
the few people I know that I feel comfortable
with and don't need a contract. His word is

TOWNSFOLK AR EN 'T WOND ERING ABOUT NEFF
(STANDING AMONG HIS BUFFALO WITH U . S .
SENATE CANDIDATE ANDY MILLER) ANY
LONGER. HIS VIS ION CHANGED THE CITY
AND THE UNIVERSITY.
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Rollin with D
1

The relationship between
a cop and a street kid
1s a story of
the
redemptive
24

IT IS EASY TO SEE THEIR STORY as a tale
of the redemptive power of sports: A cop harnesses a l<id's foo t ball prowess to lure him away
from gangs, guns and drugs. But lool< beyond the
clipboard and football pads, and the relationship of
Derwin Henderson ('83) and Terrance Flournoy
has less to do with sports than with the redemptive power of love.
Today, Terrance is a hardworking high-school sophomore and a budding star on the gridiron. But once he was a streetwise kid so wild that he was kicked out of elementary school
for wielding a knife in a playground brawl.
And Henderson, a Los Angeles police officer and JMU alum, is more than just his football coach. He is a surrogate father of sorts for Terrance and for a half-dozen other teenage boys trying to find their way through the thicket of crime and drugs choking their Los
Angeles neighborhoods.
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ENDERSON,

class childhood he knew growing up with

be disrespectful to teammates, talk back to

who himself played foot-

his parents and sister in the Los Angeles

coaches or get bad grades.

ball for JMU in the mid-

suburb of Hawthorne 30 years earlier. He

To some boys, the hard-nosed Henderson
seemed more warden than coach, and many

'80s, met Terrance seven

gave each boy chores. Then "we'd go to

years ago, when he caught

sleep at a certain time, get up in the morn-

of them quit the team. Others were kicked

the 9-year-old and his

ing all together, have breakfast as a family

off for breaking rules, but Terrance soaked

friends breaking into a high school in Comp-

and head for the game. I wanted them to see

ton, a low-income community near Los

what that felt like."

up the attention. Even though he was big,
he wasn't much good at footba ll; he didn't

Angeles best known as the home of hard-core

Discipline, he would tell his players,

know his left from his right. However, he

rap music legends. Henderson was off-duty,

means investing in something outside your-

seldom missed practice, even when it meant

volunteering as a coach for a youth football

self. His boys couldn't be late for practice,

he would have to walk the three miles to

team that practiced nearby. When he spotted the young burglars, the other boys broke
and ran. But Terrance stood his ground and
met Henderson's eyes.
He wasn't stealing, he said, just sneaking around inside the closed school "because
I don't have nothing else to do." Henderson had heard that before. In his 10 years
with the LAPD, he had arrested hundreds
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of bored young men- burglars, drug dealers, rapists, robbers- and hustled them off
to juvenile hall. "Hook and book;" that was
his motto. But he had recently begun a new
assignment: visiting schools for the nationally known DARE program (Drug Abuse
Resistance Education) and talking to children about gangs and drugs. He met boys
like Terrance in every class, aimless kids

v

destined to drift into trouble, all energy and
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audacity. He believed that football could
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teach them discipline, keep them busy and
channel destructive energy. So he convinced
Terrance, as he had a dozen others, to join
his youth-league football team.
From the start, it was a struggle. Most
of his players came from families too poor
to afford league fees and uniforms. So Henderson ponied up the money himself. When
they had trouble getting to practice, Henderson took the money he was saving for a
house and bought a van big enough to carry
them all. Many failed to show up for Saturday morning games, so he began taking them
home on Friday nights with him.
On those overnights with his players,
Henderson tried to simulate the middle-

\,

'

Henderson

was the FIRST adult
the 12-year- old Terrance had learned to

•••
'Whenever I called him, he

always

showed up.'

the park. Henderson's lessons seemed to be
sinking in; the officer realized the boy was
coming a round when an 11-year-old teammate stole the coach's cell phone, a nd Terrance came to him and fingered the thief.
"That went against everything he'd learned
on the streets," Henderson says.
Terrance's hard work on the football field
began to pay off. A running back with size,
speed a nd tenacity, he began attracting the
attention of high-school coaches when he
was in elementary school. But off the field,
his life was careening out of control. His dad
was in prison, and his 25-year-old mother
was struggling. He would argue with her, battle her boyfriends and fight his schoolmates.
He was fai ling his classes, in part, because
his mother disappea red for days at a time,
and he'd have to skip school to tend his three

Interacting with kids in the classroom as a DARE officer (left) changed Henderson,
who says, "They were crying out for help. It changed my views about young people .
... I just wanted Terrance [above] to have a chance."

younger sibli ngs. He was runn ing the streets
with older boys, who called him Duke because
he was always ready to brawl.

in trouble. "I don't know why you bother,"

lies, their neighb orhoods. It changed my

they'd say. "The boy will never amount to

views about young people. Some never had

"Terrance was so streetwise," recalls Hen-

anything." "Prove them wrong," Henderson

the opportunities ... li ke you had, like I had.

derson. "H e knew everybody, knew where

would tell Terrance. "That's how you fight

Didn't every kid deserve th at chance? I just

to get drugs. When he was 10, I'd call his

it. Prove them wrong."

wanted Terrance to have a chance."

house. ... It would be I a.m., and he'd be out

But behind the bold ta lk, Henderson

So he started picking up Terrance after

with his fr iends. He was 10 years old, and

was questioning himself. How had a cop

school, feedin g him, taking him to football

nobody knew where he was!"

who never gave a seco nd thought to hun -

practice, taking him along on errands. They

At the age of 11, Terra nce clinched his

dreds of delinquent boys become a man who

would run , li ft weights and watch football

outcast status when he was expelled from

couldn't stop worrying about one? He real-

together. "I told him to watch me, listen to

fift h grad e for bra ndishing a knife and

ized that his work with DARE, designed to

how I talk, how I conduct myself. Do what

sent to an alternative campus full of teen-

change young lives, had actua lly chan ged

I do." It's the way boys have been learning
to be men forever.

age gangbangers. Teachers there were sur-

him. "I saw kids I would have put in juvenile

prised to see the soft-spoken, strait-laced

hall and rea lized they were cryi ng out for

Terrance didn't consider it a lesson. He

policeman show up whenever Terrance got

help," he says. "I saw their li ves, their fami-

just knew: "IfD was rollin', I wanted to roll

'If he WaS still living the way he WaS,

I have no doubt he'd ben ja

I've taught him something,
live.'

told him, "pack your things. And take all
your stuff, because we are not coming back

takes off in a huff and returns to his mother's

to Compton." When he got there Terrance

inner-city home. But he is becoming aware of

was waiting, holding one tiny duffel bag. A

the hazards and costs. Last year, on a week-

frustrated Henderson exploded: "I thought

end visit to Compton, he was at the home of

I said get all your things!" "Th is is it," Ter-

a childhood friend when a fight broke out

rance told him softly, tossing his bag on the

and a girl he'd never met stabbed him with

floor of the car. He had one pair of pants, a

a pair of scissors. He blocked her blow with

shir t, two pairs of socks, the shoes on his feet

his hand; but she nearly severed his finger,

and a set of underwear. They headed to Hen-

jeopardizing his football season.

derson's subu rban home and a li fe together
that would challenge them both.
with him." Rolling with D became his way out
of trouble. Terrance began telephoning the
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coach when he felt angry and overwhelmed:
"Come get me, D, before I hurt somebody."
And Henderson would drive across town to
get him, wrestling with feelings of pride and
dread. Football could be Terrance's ticket to
college, just as it had been his. But first the
boy had to sidestep trouble, and there was
plenty of that in his neighborhood . Hender-

years later, Terrance, now 16, occasionally

Their life together, Henderson says, has
been a learning process for them both. He

There, the creature comforts would be

has learned to live with less time, less money

plentiful- a big scree n television, video

and the constant undercurrent of worry

games, a closet full of clothes and shoes. But

that comes with raising a teenage boy. And

the restrictions on Terrance's freewheeling

Terrance has learned what it means to have

life wou ld exact a heavy toll. " I run a kind

someone care enough abo ut him to make

of militaristic household," admits Hender-

sure h e stays in bounds. "T he rules are

son, who at the time was single, with no

posted on the fridge, and he knows that if

children. "Everything here is by the book.

he breaks a rule, he 's got to give up a privi-

There's a schedu le for everything: what

lege," Henderson says.

time you wake up, when you do your home-

Now Henderson is trying to shift the

son had seen other talented players spiral off

work, what hours you can use the phone."

focus of Terrance's life from footba ll to his

his team and wind up in gangs, on drugs or

Terrance chafed at the lack of freedom, at

ed ucat ion. Co ll eges are showing interest,

jailed. One boy he had kicked off the team

having to account for every hour to a man

but the sophomore has a lot of academic

for a bad attitude turned up the next week

so caut ious that he wouldn 't let Terrance

ground to make up because he missed so

in a dumpster, dead.

walk to schoo l a lone. They argued about

much school as a youngster. "The big job now

Terrance was on the verge of his own

bad grades, a messy room, too much time

is to get him prepared for college, because

epiphany. He had seen buddies brought

on the phone with girls - the typical things

that 's what's going to give him possibi lities

down by gangs and drugs. When one of his

that cause friction between fathers and sons.

if football doesn 't work out," he says. Hen-

And sometimes they clashed in ways that

derson himself is an example.

best friends was shot, he wanted out of his
neighborhood. "! realized that could hap-

reminded them that they are not, after all,

pen to me," he says. So he called his coach,

father and son. Their relationship is one that

"Because I knew he' d come. Because when-

can be undone.

ever I called him, he always showed up." Nei-

"I put him out once," Henderson recalls.

ther of them may have realized it then, but

Terrance had yelled at him during an argu-

Henderson was the first adult the 12-year-

ment. ''I'd told him from the start: I will not

old Terrance had learned to trust.

tolerate that in my household . You raise your

The coach hesitated that night when the

voice at me and you're out the door. I don't

phone call came. He was growing weary of

care where you go, but you've got to go." Ter-

the drama of Terrance's comings and goings.

rance returned the next day, contrite. But the

"If you're sure you're ready," Henderson

push-and-pull continued. Even now, four

:::1

ben jail or dead . I have to

He was a football star with big dreams
in high school, but wound up disillusioned,
playing at a local junior college. "I realized I
was a decent player, but I wasn't going to be
the star I thought." His coach thought he was
good enough to merit a football scholarship,
so he sent his game tapes to college coaches
across the country. The coaching staff at
JMU figured he was worth a look, and one
cross-country flight and visit later, Henderson was ready to enroll. "At that point I was
being recruited by several schools, and some
of them were offering me scholarships. At
James Madison, I'd have to be a walk-on,"
he says. "Why I went th ere, 1 have no idea.
I just liked the coaching staff, the way they
treated me. It seemed like a nice place to live.
Mostly, I just appreciated the opportunity to
get away and to play th e ga m e I loved."
Looking back, he ca n relate to Terrance's
troubles adjusting to a new environment.
Moving from Los An geles to Ha rrisonburg
"was a hard transition," he says. "1 had never
been to the South. I was a So uthern California dude. I didn 't like th e weather, and I
didn't really have the mindse t that I wanted
to go to school. I hated it at first."

Henderson (left and abovel, who admits he runs a militaristic household , uses
football to teach discipline and channel destructive energy. The result? Today 16year-old Terrance Flournoy (below) has a future.

It was the "southern hospitality" that
won him over. "The people there were just

Now Henderson is confronted with a

If Henderson sometimes feels over-

so nice. That idea about southern hospita l-

host of new opportunities. While he contin-

whelmed by his responsibilities, he can-

ity, it's true. There, it was not so much about

ues to work for the LAPD, he has also taken

not help but be gratified as he watches Ter-

money, like it was in L.A. People were real.

a job as assistant coach with a Los Angeles

rance emerge from his hard-core street kid

I wound up making a lot of friends down

high-school football team. Two more teen-

persona. "If he was still living the way he

there, had a lot of fun, learned a lot. I guess

age boys have moved in with him, soaking

was, I have no doubt he 'd be in jail or dead.

I grew up .... "After studying administra-

up his mentoring. He is engaged and plans

I have to hope I've taught him something,

tive justice at JMU, he considered making

to marry next year, and has a baby on the

shown him a different way to live," Hender-

Virginia his home and applied for a job as a

way, due this spring. A newspaper story in

son says. "I know a lot of people wonder why

Virginia state trooper. But during the hiring

the Los Angeles Times about his relationship

I'm doing this. My own mother gets a little

process, he visited his family in Los Ange-

with Terrance drew the interest of dozens of

upset- the money, the time. She says I do

les and realized he'd miss them too much

movie producers; a film about his life with

too much. Sometimes I think about that. But

if he stayed away. A year later, he joined

Terrance is in the works by 20th Century

then I look at Terrance ... " He didn't finish

the LAPD.

Fox/Searchlight studios.

the sentence. He didn't have to. +

In the lab, professor Joe Blandino (above), Hunter Brown ('05) and Kil
McEvoy ('05), previous page, work with Kapton models. Professor Jonathan
Miles (right) peers through a gas filter made by Danielle Rockwood ('02).
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A vessel glistens in the reflection of the
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membrane. The force of that hit plus the

scores of e-mails, a weekly teleconference

sun's light. Its gossamer sails tack to capture

force of the photon reflecting off the sail

and group meetings every other month.

the maximum force as it accelerates. In the

surface gives the sail momentum. Granted,

Other members of the team are South

vacuum of space, the vessel silently races

it's not a huge amount of force- only one

Dakota School of Mines and Technology,

ahead. No rockets push it along; unlike its

one-thousandth of the force of Earth's

Texas A&M and industry partners Eclip-

earthbound sailing counterparts, this ves-

gravity. But its result is constant acceler-

tic Enterprises and Tethers Inc.

sel is not driven by the wind . Its power is the

ation. And since the vessel is traveling in

"I think our relationship is a win-win sit-

glow of the sun as light photons dance upon

the zero gravity vacuum of space, over a

uation," Pappa says. "NASA Langley benefits

its expansive yet ethereal sails, propelling it

period oftime, the sails pick up speed-

from receiving high-quality technical work

forward- to the moon, Mars, beyond?

lots of speed. Under some scenarios, inter-

at a cost significantly less than the fees typi-

Some may say it's th e stuff of science fic-

stellar solar sail crafts could reach speeds of

cally charged by aerospace companies for

tion and runaway imaginations, but integrated

up to one-tenth the speed oflight- about

similar work. Also, the research nature of

science and technology professor Joe Blandino

18,628 miles per second.

much of the work in Phases 1 and 2 make the

knows better. The concept of solar sails is being

The possibilities are staggering. More

university environment a better place to per-

tested and pursued by NASA and others, and

modest, practical applications include using

form the work. I'll add that Dr. Blandino has

it's also the focus of ongoing resea rch being

solar-sail technology to propel spacecraft out

worked with us for the past two summers in

conducted by Blandino, colleague Jonathan

of Earth's orbit to study the polar regions of

the NASA Faculty Fellowship Program and

Miles and a handful of their students.

the sun or serve as an early warning system

built the foundations of our relationship

Blandino, his boyish deligh t with the pros-

for solar flares like the kind that wreaked

during these per iods . Seeing the quality of

pects of this budding techn ology barely con-

havoc on satellites and communication net-

his work, the ODS team invited him on th e

cealed, believes solar sails just might be the

works last fall. But stretch your imagination

team at the beginning to help write the pro-

future of space explorati o n. "We're explor-

a bit, and new possibilities come into focus

posal for the work."

ers by nature," Blandino expla ins. And just

-solar-sail supply ships for a Mars colony,

as explorers of old ventured on the high seas

for instance. Blandino imagines solar sails

to distant, unknown lands, Bland ino envi-

measuring I kilometer square being

sions solar-sail spacecraft gliding to Mars and

deployed on a regular basis, "like

beyond. Given the landings of the Spirit and

sailing ships that resupplied the

Opportunity rovers on Mars and President

colonies on Earth ."

in January for renewed emphasis

Blandino, Miles and their

on manned space exploration, with the moon

Bush's

student researchers plan to be

Ld ll

as a steppingstone to the universe, Blandino's

there every step of the way.

enthusiasm is justified.

''I'm hoping we're going to

Solar sails are one of three propulsion

take it all the way to space,"

technologies now being studied by NASA.

Blandino says. The goal is

According to Blandino, th e solar-sa il tech-

for NASA to conduct a flight

nology is perhaps the most promising of

demonstration of a solar sail

the three for long-duration missions of five

within five years.

years or more. What solar-sail technology

Both professors are part

has that others don't is both weight and cost

of NASA's efforts to develop a

advantage. It doesn't rely on fuel for propul-

solar sail. Blandino and Miles

sion, so it doesn 't need to bear the mass or

are on a team led by Rich-

expense of a fuel supply.

ard Pappa at the NASA Langley

Rather, the sails -large lightweight

Research Center in Hampton . The

reflectors that are about 100-times thin-

team is developing an Optical Diag-

ner than a sheet of paper -

nostic System for solar sails. The team is

capture the

power of photons, tiny packets of quan-

made up of eight research groups through-

tum energy that hit the surface of the sail

out the country that communicate through

that missing piece to the puzzle. That's the fun

The team's job is to come up with an array

Science Foundation, with JMU adding another

of cameras, sensors and data recorders to moni-

$80,000 for the purchase of equipment needed

part. What our students may lack in experience,
they more than make up for in enthusiasm."

tor the operations of the solar sail while it is

for their solar-sail research. "It was sort of a

in space. This optical diagnostic system must

snowballing effect;' Miles says. "The research

That enthusiasm is contagious. Danielle

provide the information controllers on Earth

led to the realization that you could do more

Rockwood, now a graduate student at the

need to make sure the spacecraft is behaving

with more equipment. And more equipment

University of Delaware, worked with several

like they thought it would.
JMU's research is funded by more than

will lead to even more research possibilities

other students on resea rch that eventually

for students." Miles notes that a major rea-

led to the development of an instrument that

$315,000 in NASA money, awarded in phases,

son the NSF cited for awarding JMU the grant

can measure tropospheric carbon monoxide

plus other grants. Additionally, ILC Dover, the

was the educational benefit for students this

by using the full moon as a radiant source
and measuring how much infrared radiation

company that designed the Apollo, Skylab and

equipment could bring. "A key selling point

Space Shuttle space suits and is working on

for them was student involvement. We have a

from the full moon is absorbed at different

inflatable booms for solar-sail applications, has

fair number of students who have published

wavelengths. To get those measurements,

provided $5,000 for a boom structural char-

in premier research journals or presented at

the research team needed a full moon, good

acterization study at JMU and has provided

national conferences."

weather and a heal thy dose of Miles' infec-

JMU with two booms that cost $10,000 each.

"What surprises most people," Blandino

tiou s exuberance. "How else would he get us

Blandino has also collaborated with ILC Dover

notes, " is that we do it all with undergradu -

on top of the roof of [the] !SAT [building] at

and Luna Innovations Inc. of Blacksburg on

ates." From an academic standpoint, the beauty

7 p.m. in January? " Rockwood asks. Miles

the first successful Small Business Innovative

of such a research approach is that it affords

recalls even more unconventional meeting

Research grant in JMU's history. The award

JMU students a tremendous opportunity to be

tim es. "We eve n were out as early as 5 a.m.

will be used to develop a fiber optic-based

involved in current, relevant research.

one morning two years ago."

shape sensor for solar sail applications.

"We're finding a niche here," according

JMU's Infrared Development and Ther-

In 2002 the team of Blandino and Miles

to Miles. "There are special elements of ISAT

mal Testing Laboratory, home to the solar-

received a $415,000 grant from the National

that are lacking in some traditional e ngi-

sail research and other efforts, provides not

neering programs- primarily the hands-

only the place and equipment but also the

on m entoring, instruction, special attention

challenges to launch students in to graduate

and diversity of topics."

school and careers.

Add commitment and enthusiasm. Men-

"Much of the research in the IDTTL is

taring undergraduate research

graduate-level work," student researcher Stef

"is very time consuming;'

Bourne, a junior, says. "I feel that working in

Blandino stresses. "You

the lab has offered me a competitive edge over

have to be th ere 90 per-

m y peers. Being involved in such prestigious

cent of the time. But then

research projects is truly an honor, and I feel

there's that moment of dis-

that it has prepared me for potential research

covery, when students find

that I may encounter in graduate school."

JMU alum Daniel Evanchik ('02), now

kins will intern this summer as part of the

action,

pursuing a Master of Science degree in sys-

Langley Aerospace Research Summer Scholars

while

tems engineering at the University of Vir-

program at NASA's Langley Research Center.

Miles special-

ginia, agrees. "One day my academic path

She and Bourne conducted a separate infra-

izes in infrared

may lead to a doctoral degree, and I associ-

red study last fall for Freightliner LLC. They

sensing, imaging

ate that completely to the spark I got in the

traveled together to Freightliner headquar-

and analysis.

NASA lab at JMU."

ters in Portland to implement the test plan

Evanchik notes that his JMU research,

they devised with Miles back at JMU.

The JMU researchers
currently are testing a min-

under the mentorship of Bland ino, gave

This level of research has students' heads

him "a unique insight into research that I

spinn ing with the possibilities. "I just find

could not have received in a classroom ...

it hard to believe that real NASA and other

together," as a possible component for the

I learned how to see a complex research

scientists in the field are judging our work

optical diagnostic system, Miles says. It's

topic through from developing a test plan;

and considering the use of our research in

hoped that the imager will provide the infor-

designing, purchasing, building of the test

order to potentially see the flight of a solar

mation needed to determine the sail's tem-

apparatus; designing software; conducting

sail," says Christopher Smith, a junior work-

perature variations. "We're at the point tha t

tests; analyzing the data; and formu lating the

ing under Miles.

we're just lea rning how to interpret images

results in the form of a thesis paper."
Blandino's role as mentor was one of pro-

iature infrared imager, "about the
size of two or three Tic Tac boxes glued

from such a complex m aterial," Mi les says.

solar-sail technology and its accompany-

"We've developed a model to predict tem-

s

ing student involvement began about three

peratures." Now it's time to see if the images

years ago and currently involves Blandino,

and the model match up.

their errors. "He took the time to show me

M iles and about eight students. Their pri-

The challenge is that all this testing must

how I made the error, why I did, how to fix

mary contribution to the Optical Diagnos-

involve noncontact measurement techniques.

it and then how to prevent me from making

tic System for Solar Sails is to determine the

The sails are low-mass and flexible structures.

it a second time," Evanchik says. "This, to

thermal performance of the sails- how

They are designed to operate beyond Earth 's

me, showed a distinct commitment to edu-

they behave in the temperature fluctua-

gravity. Instruments attached to the sail sur-

cating rather than instructing."

tions of space.
As part of their research, the JMU team

face will alter the behavior of the structure.
That's why thermal imaging is used to mea-

professor and student. Junior Chelsea Jen -

is charged with predicting the thermal strain

sure the sail temperature. Blandino is also

kins notes that Miles "assigns tasks and has

on the solar-sail structure, which can change

working with NASA Langley to develop

no doubt that we will be able to finish them.

dramatically with temperat ure variations

methods to measure sail shape. He is using

This independence forces us to explore areas

of l degree Celsius from one side of the mas-

a technique called close-range photogram-

we are not very familiar with, which provides

sive sail to the other. These variations can

metry. This is a tool used by geographers to

Like the NSF grant, the research itself can

0

JMU's role in the NASA research of

viding guidance while giving st udents the

an environment for learning."
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freedom to make mistakes and learn from

This style demands a level of trust between

35

have dramatic effects on how the craft behaves

develop contour maps but is also well suited

and responds to control inputs.

to profiling the surface of solar sails.

snowball into new opportunities. "This expe-

The team of Blandino and Miles operates

However, "ground testing is important

rience, in conjunction with other research

under the assumption that "two heads are bet-

to validate the design calculations," Blan-

projects, has definitely helped me in seeing

ter than one;' Miles notes, with each bringing

dino says. "The only way you can demon-

more of how the 'real world' works," Jenkins

his own area of expertise to the table. Blandi-

strate the capabilities of a sailcraft is with a

says. As a result of her research at JMU, Jen-

no's expertise is in thermal structural inter-

flight demonstration." So the final phase of

p
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testing will, he hopes, be a test flight. "Once

load increases, the size of the sail increases.

day communications and in the health-care

you are in space, you can always have sur-

"It takes a huge membrane to move a useful

field- computer networks, image process-

prises; but if you do thorough ground test-

mass around," Blandino notes.

ing, you will minimize the surprises."

Once deployed, the "sailing" techniques

This summer the testing will ratchet up a

used to guide the vessel are remarkably sim-

program. The lunar landings gave us the 'chil-

notch with scheduled ground testing of a 10-

ilar to those used on nautical sail boats. "You

dren of Apollo'- the kids who were moti-

meter sail at NASA's Langley research facil-

can tack just like a sailing ship," Blandino

vated to study science and engineering and

says, "only instead of tacking against the wind

developed America's technology-based econ-

you're tacking against light pressure by chang-

omy." These have direct ties to the space pro-

ing the angle of the sail to the sun."

gram, Blandino says. "So maybe there was a

Blandino and Miles hope that solar-sail
technology will provide an economy of scale

light, could push the econom ic potential
of missions to new levels. "All sorts of neat

sentation he attended as a boy. The speaker

things are waiting to happen;' Blandino says

predicted that with the launch of the then-

with a grin. And he, Miles and their hand-

future space shuttle, people would travel into

ful of student resea rchers plan to be a part

space for as little as $80 a pound. The young

of it all.+

and started saving. Unfortunately, those

model will take place at NASA's Plum Brook

predictions were wrong. Today, it costs

facility in Ohio.

about $8,000 to send something the size

When they finally make it to test flight, the

of a can of soda into space on the space

solar sails, which will be launched into space

shuttle, Blandino says. A trip to Mars

on a rocket, will deploy from a small container

for something that small would cost

with a volume of about 1 cubic meter opening

between $30,000 and $50,000.

the gigantic membrane of super-thin material.

Even so, solar sails, propelled by sun-

never realized with previous NASA programs.

Blandino quickly did the math, figured he'd
ity. In February 2005, testing on a 20-meter

pretty good return on our investmen t."

Blandino vividly remembers a NASA pre-

need a bit more than $4,000 to make the trip
36

ing, medical telemetry, weather satellites and
more- are all technologies from the space

But Blandino also notes it's often

A demonstration sail will be approximately 40

tough to factor all the economic and

by 40 meters, while larger ones may stretch to

social benefits that past NASA pro-

100 by 100 meters. These mammoth dimen-

grams have amassed. "Things that we

sions are needed because as mass of the pay-

take for granted today in our every-

Story by Donna Ragsdale Dunn ('94)
Photos by Casey Templeton ('06)
Design by Maura Kelly ('04)
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h OWS a lot for the

JMU business program
that he's working for this

huge

students, predominantly seniors, say this
real-world experience made a d ifference in

international company,
us
and take our ideas. )

and he's willing to work with

their classroom experience. "I feel like this
is what I could be doing in real life," says
Tan Clan member Katie Sioss. "I think it
shows a lot for the JMU business program
that he's working for this huge international
company, and he's willing to work with us

38
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Germany earlier in the day. Inside the enve-

Andrew Lux ('OO), global marketing

lope is word from Adidas on the students'

and take our ideas."

communication manager for Adidas foot-

The class was divided into five groups of

marketing campaign for the international

ball- soccer in the United States- in

four to six members each. The groups chose

company's newest product. All fall long,
Adidas' FSO soccer shoe had been the top-

Germany, provided the Adidas connection
to make the partnership a reality. Lux, who

their names based on the color of the Adidas
hat Flaherty gave th em on the first day of

secret ce nte rpiece of Flaherty's MKTG. 484,

was in Flaherty's first MKTG. 484 class at

class. In addition to the Tan Clan, the rain-

Integ ra ted Ma rketing Communications

JMU, has worked with his former professor

bow of groups included Gold Medal Mar-

class, while the company was also preparing

for the last year to bring their "big idea" to

keting, the Red Hot Tamales, Tang Market-

to launch th e shoe with its own campaign,
which it did o n Dec. 1, 2003. Because of the

fruition. He says the project began when
Flaherty sought his input for a group in her

ing and Team Blackout.
"We've all taken general business classes

highly competitive athletics shoe market, the

class that chose Adidas as the parent com-

and general marketing classes," says Gold

class project required each of the 26 students

pany for an invented product. Lux provided

Medal member Kara McKenzie. "In this class,

to sign a co nfide ntiality agreement and to

feedback on their analysis, leading Flaherty

you see how it all comes together."

kee p th eir ideas fo r the launch a secret from

to ask if her next class might be able to work

even the o th er groups in the class.

on a real project with the company.

s

Along with the con fide ntiality clause,
the fact that the grou ps were also compet-

"After careful consideration, I suggested

ing against one another led mem bers to keep

M
A

a product I felt would be appealing to the

0

students," Lux says. "We envisioned a win-

ideas hush-hush.
"We don't talk abo ut it," says Red Hot

I

s

win situation : real-world experience for the

N

students and fresh insights and new

u

ideas for Adidas." The
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With the success of
the F50 soccer shoe as
the top-secret centerpiece
to her fall marketing course,
professor Theresa Flaherty
and Lux repeated the concept
this spring with another, as yet
undisclosed, Adidas product.

Tamales member Jessica
Lapierre. "We're
not mean . We

just don't talk to them [students in other

tion board that his group used to promote

marketing groups]."

an invented Yoplait dairy product.

"It's very integrated into what we are

"I have to admit that the experience I

learning," says Tan Clan's Melissa Tenenini.

had in the MKTG. 484 class was the most

"It's fun that you can't talk abo ut it."

beneficial course experience I had in col-

To augment the students' knowledge

lege when looking at the tasks I have today

in preparing for their campaigns, Flaherty

as communications manager for Adidas

enlisted College of Business libra ri an Kather-

Global Marketing Communications Soc-

ine E. Clarke to help find information about

cer," Lux says. "The IMC project helped me

athletics marketing, extreme sports athletes
and soccer for the students.
"It's been a lot of responsibility but in a
good way. We 've bee n able to run with it,"
says Team Blackout member Kim Winn. "In
some aspects, [the competition] m akes you
want to work harder."
As the students turn ed in their ideas
and res ea rch along th e way, bot h Flaherty
and Lux's global ma rketing gro up at Adidas
provided fe edback.

understand the many forms of marketing
communications, how they all tie together
and how important an integrated approach
to IMC is for a brand like Adidas. Thus, I
hope to help give other students the same
great experience I had."
Last fall, all the students focused on the
sleek black soccer shoe dubbed FSO that Flaherty kept discreetly in a box in her office
amid posters and magazine cutouts that
paper her walls. An innovation in athletic
wear, the FSO features a "fusion frame" for

"The students are definitely more involved

optimal performance, exchangeable cleats

in their projec ts thi s year," Flaherty says. "It's

and a specialized lacing system. Finding a

for a real company. I've never seen them pay
more attention." Getting input from Adidas
and then hav ing to rework par ts of their
projec ts was an excellent oppor tunity for
the students to und ers ta nd how the marketing process works for a professional company, she explains.
"I think it was a great practical experience for them- particularly when the students received feedback from Adidas on their
midterm benchma rk," Flaherty says. "They
had to make revisions to their project, and I
think that surprised some of them. It wasn't
like they got their grade and went on with
life. They actually had to revise their project for the final plan."
In previous classes, students invented
a product and then created an integrated
marketing campaign for it. At the end of
the semester, the groups presented their
campaigns and the class voted on which
group did the best job. The first year Flaherty taught the class, Lux's group won the
top honor. Flaherty still has the presenta-

Melissa Tenenini and Katie Sioss, above,
spend the fall semester defining target
consumers and analyzing the market.
(Below) During the run-up to Adidas' F50
product launch, Dan Lauth and Christy
Amato prepare their own marketing
campaign for Andrew Lux ('00), left, and
other Adidas professionals to critique.

'

product for her class to focus on was the first

t"T"
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of2004. "''m hoping that more alumni will
participate like this," Flaherty says. "It's a

"I just really liked the fact that a lot of

step, integrating the course objectives within
that framework was the next. Flaherty says

win-win situation. The students have expo-

what you learn, you can simu ltaneo usly
apply it to what you're doing in class," says

she did not have to make too many changes

sure to a client-based product."

Tang member Emily Orrell.

to the class, but Lux worried that the expectations might be too high.
"Looking at the comprehensive requirements Dr. Flaherty and I have defined for

When the students presented their final

Lux says he was impressed with the stu-

projects on Dec. 2, Tang Marketing won peer

dent's work, adding that one group's idea for

accolades and most impressed Lux with their
work. Their campaign plan that labeled the

another shoe. He and his colleagues reviewed

the name of the shoe is being considered for

the project, I initially had concerns that it

new shoe "The Dragon" created commer-

the teams' final projects and videotapes of

might be overwhelming for the students,"

cials and promotional materials to launch

their final presentations. The spring offer-

he says. "After reading the midterm bench-

the product with the slogan "The Dragon is

ing of Flaherty's marketing course had stu-

marks, however, I was proved wrong and

Coming." Focusing on the "x-edge player"

dents worki ng on another secret p roject

impressed by the amount of insight the students showed when defining target consum-

- a yo ung extreme sports athlete, who

with Adidas.
While in marketing, "the big idea" is often

ers, analyzing market and competitive condi-

Marketing concentrated its campaign on

considered the key concept that launches a

tions, and the amount of creativity in coming

10 major soccer cities in the United States.

campaign. In this class, the Adidas project

up with names for the product."
Lux says he has enjoyed partnering with
JMU students on the project, even though

is especially interested in soccer- Tang

They appealed to consumers through humor.

has given students other big ideas.

One commercial showed a young man talking to his father, who did not understand

Flaherty is now working with Lux on
the possibility of having students do intern-

it has added to his workload. "While it has

his lingo about extreme sports. The com-

ships in Germany. Lux says Adidas might pay

been a lot of work aside from my daily duties,

mercial ended with the young man saying,

the $300 fee fo r the work permit for any of

J
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it was more than exciting to implement the

"This is my game," setting the shoe apart

the members of the winning team to come

project, and it worked really well thanks to

for young athletes.

to Germany to intern, and Flaherty says

the amazing effort and amount of work Dr.

A

Flaherty has put into this project," he says.

Giving away CDs with fun music for anyone who purchased the shoe on the Internet,

several students are interested. All five

M

0
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"I wish I would have had the chance to talk

using comedy in promotions and creating

internships.

0

to the students more often than only the one

store displays featuring a colorful dragon

40
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members of the Tang team are applyi ng for
"I think it's so in spiring," says Orrell.

time when I came into class for the initial

were just a few ways in which the group

"He is a JMU alum, and now he's in Germany

briefing session- but unfortunately, it's

integrated different marketing techniques

quite a commute from Germany."

to promote the Adidas shoe.

working for Adidas. It shows us options we
never knew we had." +

E
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Lux flew in from Germany to meet with

s
I

the class in September. However, their Thurs-

T
y

day night appointment had to be postponed
due to Hurricane Isabel. Still, a majority of
the 26-member class turned out for his early
Saturday morning presentation on Adidas'
newest extreme sport shoe, meant for soccer, feat uring removable cleats.
"I think it is inspiring that he's moved
up so quickly at Adidas," says Gold Medal
member Christina Chow. "But he wasn't
standoffish when he came. He gave a great
presentation. I think we all appreciated that
he took time to spend with us."
Flaherty and Lux say the partnership has
worked so well, they plan to continue it for
the MKTG. 484 class project in the spring

Jeff Williams, Kristi Dunn and Maddy Breen prepare their final presentation.

• •
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Madison lunch - a real San Francisco treat

Holiday cheer in the East
Alumni in At lanta, Richmond and
Charlotte, N.C., warmed up the 2003
holiday season with some JMU spirit.
Forty alumni from the classes of 1984
to 2002 celebrated at the Rock Bottom
Brewery in Buckhead, Ga. An alumni
raffle at the event raised money for the
Atlanta chapter's Relay for Life team.
Mary Sulser ('64) and husband, Norm,

The San Francisco lunch bunch : Virginia Boyd Coletti, Zee Ouelette ('62), Helen Smith Grosh ('49), Virginia
Saunders Duncan ('52), Betty Hommowien Beeman ('59), Caroline Wright Smith ('64), Luciclare "Ding"
Miller Young ('52), Liz Pranis Kurr ('43) and Sarah Heatwole Reynard ('52).

T

HREE THOUSAND M IL ES AWAY from the 'Burg and 35 years after graduating from
college, a dozen North ern Ca lifornia alumnae have established a new tradition- Madison
lunches, San Francisco style. Lucy Young ('52) organized the group's first get-together in 1968.
To help find fellow alumni in her area, she called on Agness Dingledine, then housemother
ofTri Sigma. Five alumn ae "got together at someone's house the first year," and since then,
the number of attendants a nd th e lunch locales have varied. Now, nearly a dozen Northern
California alums get toge th er eve ry six months at such renowned establishments as The Cliff
House, an iconic Bay Are a eate ry overlooking the cliffs of Sea Rocks.
Virginia Duncan ('52) of Plac erville, Calif., has attended the semiannual luncheon since
1968, and says that she loves ge tting together with the group. "The best part about my time
at Madison is all the frien ds t hat !made." Duncan has also returned to JMU every five

years since her 20th re union a nd in 2002 attended her 50th. Duncan also attends the larger
events sponsored by the JM U San Francisco A lumni Chapter, but says that she prefers the
"more ir. , imate gatherings. I have become very close with these women, and our luncheon
is still something special."

hosted 80 Richmond area alumni for
holiday cheer. Santa Claus, a.k.a. Richmond chapter leader Doug Krohn ('99),
warmed up the gathering for an evening
of jazz by Mary's son, Brian Sulser.
North Carolina
Triangle Alumni
Chapter members, led by officers Carol Walker
and Dave Manduiak (above), hosted a wine tasting event
at the Wine Merchant in Raleigh.
Steve ('78) and Dee Dee Leeolou ('78)
hosted 40 Charlotte area graduates in
their home in December. The event
was catered by Southend Brewery &
Steakhouse owners Joe ('77) and Dottie
Ryan ('78). JMU staff updated alumni
on university news.
Have an idea for a chapter event in
your area? Contact Anna Tremblay ('02)
in the JMU alumni relations office at
(540) 568-6772 or (888) JMU-ALUM.

Metro ch pier alumni career network In the nation's capitol
The Metro Washington Alumni Chapter's
2004 JobFair drew 38 companies and organizations to Tysons Corner in January to recruit JMU
alumni and students. The Metro Dukes successful combination of community outreach and
fundraising has turned the job fair into a perfect
formula for raising scholarship monies.
The Metro chapter provides a venue for
national and regional companies to purchase
exhibit space and vie for talented JMU students
and alumni. Agencies recruiting this year
included the CIA, FBI, IRS, NSA, Accenture,
Sunrise Assisted Living and NVR Inc. Nearly
300 alumni, students and friends of JMU
applied for jobs, and the Metro Dukes added
$8,300 to their scholarship endowment.

Mark Chernisky ('92), chair of the Metro
chapter's Career Services Committee, says that
job fair recruiters expressed high demand for
accounting, finance, government contracting for
IT services, and commercial and government
need for employees with security clearance. Job
fair volunteers and alumni business partners
included Julia Bergeman, Rob Cortez ('95),
Tamara Inunza ('95), Kevin Kelly ('89), Jessie
Milloy ('01, '03M), Elaine Oakes ('90), Rob
Parrott ('99) and Joy Satterfield ('92).
Metro Washington alumni leaders will
award the chapter's third $1,000 scholarship
this fall. For more information about the job
fair or to contribute to the scholarship fund,
visit www.jmu.edu/alumni/jobfair.

Reconnect
through a great cause
and help raise money
for student scholarships
2004 golf tournaments
Tidewater, May 13
Richmond, June 11
Washington, D.C., June 11
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Team Connal finds meaning
at Marine Corps Marathon
Jon Conn a l ('93) was an avid runner
- the kind of man who rose daily before
sun-up to train before heading off to his job
as a financial services technology consultant.
The four-time marathon veteran died Feb.
18, 2003, from a pulmonary illness. His wife,
Heidi, was crushed. She did her best to fill
the void, tracking her emotions through an
online journal that was visited by friends and
fa mily, and spending her time with loved ones.
She was shocked by the unexpected tragedy,
but determined to do something meaningful
in her husband 's memory. " I also wanted to
return to the hea lthful lifestyle that I had
ignored after his death," she says.

the marathon idea won over Boucher, and
Team Connal was formed. The team quickly
grew to 23 r unn ers, 13 of them fi rst-time
marathoners. T he group included seve n
JMU graduates and friends, family a nd coworkers of Jon.
Alex Carter ('94) and John Warlick ('93),
Jon's Pi Kappa Alpha brothers, also joined
Team Connal. Carter says, "As soo n as I
1 heard the idea, I knew it was the perfect
way to pay homage to our friend . He would
have been thrilled at the prospect of us all
torturing ourselves for 26.2 miles in his honor
-not to mention the months of t raining
before the race. In truth, however, it was
no torture at all. I was proud and elated to
have been part ofT on's life, and wi ll forever
be part of the running group formed in h is
honor- NYC Marathon in '04!"
Warl ick concurs, "The marat hon was
one of the most incredible and emotional
experiences of my life. I know that Jon was
r ight there with us as we all crossed the
finish line."
Since Team Connal membe rs li ve
throughout the Un ited States, members
keep in touch "virtually" via daily e-m a ils,
jokes and questions of the week. Heidi credits Team Con nal's internet-based running
support group as an "extraordinary part of
my recovery in the last year."
To prepare for the Oct. 26, 2003, Marine
Corps Marathon in the nation's capitol, Team
Connal began training after Jon's memorial
service. "1 feel closer to Jon when I ru n," says
Con nal, who devotes most of her free tim e
to running. In her onli ne journal, Connal
1 writes, "I ru n. I run a lot, actua lly. T he
marathon tra ining is the most impo rtant
priority in my life, and I stubbornly alter
my schedules to accommodate the demands
of training. I don't drink, I don't eat dinner
after 8 p.m., and I'm in bed by 10 ... Anything
less affects my running and that m akes me
very unhappy. Jon finds this very fu nny, I'm
' sure. He's probably in Heaven saying, 'See?
I told you that you can do this."'
Connal's optim ism and determi nation
motivated Team Connal and their family
members. O n race day, 75 cheerleaders
showed
up to support the runners. Jonathan
1
Rhudy ('95), another fraternity brother of
Jon's, called t he experience "a wonderful
way to carry on Jon's memory ... a group of

t0 run ,

At a friend 's suggestion, Connal decided
to compete in the Marine Corps Marathon
to honor her husband, whose life was cut
too short at the age of 31. It turned out that
she wasn't the only one willing to run. At
Jon's memorial service, his good friend and
fraternity brother Mark Boucher ('93), joked
that everyone should run a marathon in Jon's
honor. "I've always been a strict non-runner,"
Boucher laughs. "I believe running should
be saved and stored in case- I don't know
- you're getting chased by a bear or trying
to catch an elevator."
The bond between Boucher and Jon Connal as well as Heidi Connal's dedication to

-------------------------------------
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people with mixed athletic ability are taking
on the 26.2 mile challenge to celebrate a life
well-lived."
"There were Team Connal cheerleaders
[all along the race route]," says Connal. "They
buoyed our spirits tremendously. I have no
idea how people run th ese races without
armies of cheerleaders . T he cheerleaders
sent us waves and waves of energy with their
smiles and cheers. It was m agical."
Team Connal's success gave Connal "a
reason to get up every morning," she says. I
can't imagine running without them." The team
plans to run at least one marathon a year, as
well as the 2004 Cherry Blossom 10-mile.
While Team Connal members triumphed
in spirit, two more Dukes took home trophies
at the Marine Corps M aratho n. Heather
Hanscom ('01) won th e Fe ma les 25-29
division and finished 19th overall. She was
the only woman to place in the overall Top
20 with a time of2 :37: 59. Eric Post ('02 )
finished first in the Males 20-24 division
with a time of2:27:49 and took seco nd place
overall in the race.

-Allison Mall ('04)

Far left: Heidi Connal trains with Team Connal in Manhattan in preparation for the 2003 Mann Corps
Marathon. Above: The 2003 Marine Corps Marathon Team Connal slogan, ·u·snot the t1me that mat·
ters, it's the run itself," honors alumnus Jon Connal's memory.
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f you haven't had an opportunity
to travel with the JMU Alumru
Association, this trip is one you
won't want to miss.

• Italy's Lake District
• July 12-20, 2004
• $2,895 (land price only $1,195 )
• Gateway City: Washington, D.C.
Enjoy the srunrung lake-VJew aocommod uonJ on
Lake Magg10re d!rectly opposlte th famod Borrom• n
Islands for seven rughts
Cruise the Great Lakes of Italy - M 9910 and Como
- by pnvate boat.
DiscOver the Vlbrant City of Mllan. Italy's
nomiC hub
and one of the great fashion capitals of th world
Enhance your understanding of ltaban lul.tory. W 111
Borromean 'l'lmes. the Gold n Ago of th R~
as well as Contemporary Italy by an •ndlng a
lectures presented by local xpens
Meet the people of the reg1on and parudpat m a
specially arranged pan 1discuSSion With
n 01
Baveno to gam uruque lllSight 111to mod m W In
Italian Lake Dtstnct.

For more in. n
www.jmu.edu/alumnl/travel
(888) JMU-ALUM
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Virginia ITS board members
Sandy Larson Myers,
Corey Hill and Todd,ll

Intelligent

Richmond or Northern Virginia, we've posted
local events in Roa noke, Charlottesville and
Hampton Roads."
ITS Virginia offers workshops on specific
topics relating to intelligent transportation
systems including electronic tolling, traffic
cameras and the 511 information system.
The organization also holds a n ann ual
conference in June that brings important
groups and stakeholders together. The ITS
Virginia board also works closely with the
I-95 Corridor Coalition, which reaches
from Maine to Florida and consists mostly
of transportation agencies. "The coalition
shares information and trades experiences,"
says Kell, a former coalition member. "I-95
is one of three high-priority corridors designated by the federal government."
As this Dukes trio works toget her to
bring
smarter transportation to Virgi nia,
tion and Capital Projects Division. He joined
th
ey
each
t ry to stay in tou ch with their
the DRPT in 1997 and was appoi nted to the
alma ma ter. Hill comes back to JMU for
ITS board in 1998. Currently he's working on
every Homecoming to cheer on the Dukes.
a Smart Trip Card that commuters could use
on any transit system in Northern Virginia. 1 "I haven't missed one si nce I graduated," he
says. Kell says that when he has meeti ngs in
The card automatically calculates the best
the Valley, he tries to "take a d rive thro ugh
fare for the commuter.
the campus to see what has changed." Myers
Kellis a senior ITS specialist with PBS&J,
a n engineering consulting firm . A fo rmer ' says that although she lives in Harrisonburg,
it's ra re that she gets by the campus. "But
V DOT employee, Kell was m anager of the
I'm a member of the Shenandoa h Va lley
511 system launched in the I-81 region. H e
Public Relations Co uncil; " she says, "a nd
was appointed to the ITS board in June 2001.
University Communications Director Fred
"We've been able to accomplish a great deal
since I've been on the board," says Kell. "We've
Hilton is one of the founding members, so I
tried to reach across the entire state through
keep up wit h JMU through hi m."
ITS programs. Instead of just focusing on
- Sande Snead Fulk ('92)

transportation trio
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When Sandy Larson Myers ('76 ) was
appointed to the board oflntelligent Transportation Systems of Virginia last yea r, she
quickly discovered that she was not the only
JMU graduate serving in the same capacity.
Corey Hill ('94) is ITS Virginia president,
and Todd Kell ('90) is also a board member.
ITS Virginia receives support from ITS
America, which has ITS organizations in
most states.
Myers was appointed to the ITS boa rd
because of her background as the Staunton
District public affairs director for the Virginia
Department ofTransportation. Hill brings
experience as director of the Department of
Rail and Public Transportation's Administra-
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An unexpected Madison support network
Karen Wu Mirabella ('96) and h e r
husband, Tom Mirabella ('96) , both held
student leadership roles in JMU's InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship. "The Christian community at JMU was definitely a good place
for us to learn the basics of what it looks like
to do ministry," says Karen. When she and
Tom decided to pursue graduate ministry
studies halfway across the United States, they
were pleasantly surprised to find continued
fellowship with JMU alumni.
The Mira bell as moved to St. Louis, Mo.,
to attend Covenant Theological Seminary, a

g rad uate school affiliated with the Presbyteria n Ch urch. "We decided to come to
Covenant fo r a few reasons," says Susan.
Mostly, "we wanted to pursue fu ll-time
ministry." The original plan was fo r Tom
to pursue a M.Div. and Karen a counseling
degree. After three years of marriage and the
birth two children, Karen decided to take
classes for audit and postpone her degree.
"We specifically chose Coven ant because
they have on-campus housing and a good
mix of solid theological training and a desire
to train people's hearts for ministry."

•

urg
"I get to make people laugh, there's nothing
like it," says Niki Lindgren ('98) who performed
in Court Square Theater with The Second City
Touring Co. Best known for its Em my-award
winning comedy series SCTV, Second City's
alumni roster is a Who's Who of comedy giants like
John Candy, Julia Louis Dreyfus and Bill Murray.
Lindgren says, "I loved being back in the 'Burg.
I saw my professors and spoke to classes. I'm so
glad to hear that JM U is building a new center
for the arts. Without the arts, life has no flavor.
When I was a theater m ajor, we worked in Theatre I I - which was converted from a chicken
hatchery. Come on! Altho ugh I'll cherish the
time I spent in that build ing, I think it's time to
have something new."
After graduation, Lindgren worked for a children's
theater, and the company toured Chicago. Lindgren
saw The Second City and knew immediately that was
what she wanted to do. "I moved to Chicago, studied
long-form improvisation from the Annoyance Theatre,
ImprovOlympic and The Second City Conservatory,"
she says. "I started performing sketch and improvisation and wrote a one-woman show. I auditioned twice,
and after The Second City producers saw my show,
they hired me."

Niki Lindgren ('98), actor/improviser/comedienne,
The Second City National Touring Co., Chicago

For an in-depth Q&A with Lindgren: www.jmu.edu/monty

The Mirabellas soon fo und another j "The JMU grads have been a wonderful sup1
advantage at Covenant. Its fa mily atmosphere
port network for us as we have transitioned
and friendly faculty attracted 12 more Dukes J into life in the Midwest and the busy schedule
to enroll. "Coven ant has a great m aster 's
of graduate school," says Susan.
program that will equip me to become a j
Even Jenna Morgan, who is finishing up
pastor, and the entire focus of the faculty I her degree long-distance at Covenant, traveled
is to pastor and care for the students in the ;I to Missouri to visit with the JMU alumni.
program," says JMU grad Timothy Frost
Tom Mirabella says, "It's really remark('02 ). Nathan George ('97) adds, "The
able that, in a school of 1,000 students, we
population of JMU alumni was one of my
have 14 or 15 JMU grads. Covenant is a great
motivations for choosing Covenant. It was
place. The faculty is concerned, not just about
a strong incentive to go together."
academic excellence, but about helping us
Susan Stewart ('97) moved to Covenant
grow in all areas of our lives. That's a similar
with her husband, Briton Stewart ('97), so he
spirit to JMU."
could obtain his degree as an associate pastor.
-Lisa Freedman ('05)
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EX LIBRIS
Books and music by JMU Alumni

Birthmark
2004 Southern Illinois
University Press
By Jon Pineda ('941
ISBN: OB09325705

Birthmark

In hi s debut collecti o n o f p oetr y, Ton
Pineda ('94) reveals memories from his
experiences with a mixed-race childhood,
loss and love. Pineda relates the challenges
of growing up half Filipino. "Birthmark
is brimming with a wisdom that seem s
not contrived from literary ambition, but
born of a joy for life quite incidenta l to
such ambition," writes Richard Katrovas,
author of Dithymrambs. Pineda's poetry has
appeared in Many Mountains Moving, t he
Asian Pacific American journal and Puerto
Del Sol. TMU Engl ish professor Lau rie
Kutch ins used Birthmark as the text for her
spring 2004 poetry course. Pineda visited
campus in April to read from his works and
give the keynote address at the Graduate
Studies in English Conference.
www.jonpineda.com

From the Banks of the
Potomac to the Banks of
the Shenandoah
2003 O'Sullivan Corp.
By Patricia Wheeler
Gochenour ('571
Copyright TXU669-0B1
In this tri-fold educational package, Patricia
W heeler Gochenour ('57) details George
Washington's first journey to t he Shenandoah Valley in 1748. The package details
the trek of a 16-year-old Washington, as
he was considering a career in surveying.
Included are excer pts from Washi ngton's
personal journals, a detailed map of his
route, drawings of hi storic landmarks
and a present-day driving route to retrace
Washington's trek. Gochenour, an educational consultant, lives in Winchester.

The Smithsonian
Sustainable Seafood
Cookbook
2003 Smithsonian Books
By Carole Baldwin ('B11
ISBN 1-5BB34-1 69-0
In One Fish, Two Fish, Crawf ish, Bluefish:
Th e Smithsonian Susta inable Seafood
Cookbook Carole Baldwin ('81) not only
provides hundreds of delectable sea food
recipes from professional chefs, she also
promotes t he consumption of the nation's
natural resources in a safe and conscientious manner. Baldwin is a marine research
biologist for the Smithsonian Institution's
National Museum of Natural History, where
she has worked for mo re t ha n 10 years.
These ISO environmentally safe recipes
range from oysters to ma hi ma hi.
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• STAY IN TOUCH •
To sub mi t a class note for publica t ion in Montpelier, please refer to t he class note subm iss io n
fo r m and inst ructi ons on Page 51.

195G
Jack "George" Leffel and his wife Patricia BrownLeffel moved from Broadway to Taylor, S.C. T he
co uple m oved to be close r to Patr icia's child ren .
Jack is excited about hi s class' 50 th reun ion co ming up in two yea rs a nd hopes m any class mates
will attend .

1972
Margaret "P.A." Aderton ret ired after teaching
a nd coaching fo r m ore tha n 30 years in the Fa irfax Coun ty p ubli c sc hoo l system . She pl ays vo lleyball a nd volunteers with Habita t fo r Hum anity and ot her short-te rm mi ssion s.
Richard Showalter ('OIM) is president and CEO of
Truck-Ther mo King Inc., a tra nspo rt refrigeration
equipment sa les and services company, in Harrisonburg. In August, he acq ui red a second dea lership,
T her mo King Centra l Virgini a, in As hland.

1973
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Dee McDonough ('77M) received the
2003 D ian e Ge ppi -A ik en s Life tim e
Achi eve m ent Awa rd at th e a nnu a l
meeting of th e Interco lleg iate Wo men 's Lac rosse Coac hes Ass ociation.
McDono ugh teaches kinesiology at JM U and has
bee n a " lead in g co m pe tito r, coach a nd admin istrato r," noted th e JWLCA in its presenta ti on.
As a pl aye r, she was a m ember of both the U.S.
nati o na l lac rosse a nd field hockey squ ads. As a
coac h, she g ui ded JMU to accompli shments o n
the state, region al a nd natio nal levels. She helped
es ta bli sh a n in te rcoll eg ia te wo men 's lac rosse
nat io na l cha mpio nship and a natio nal poll fo r
wo m e n 's lacrosse. McDo no ug h pl aye d b o th
lacrosse and fiel d hockey for the Dukes a nd was
inducted into th e JMU Sp orts Ha ll of Fame in
1993. After grad uation, she was na med to the U.S .
Lacrosse Squad in 1974 and 1975 and the U.S. Field
Hockey Squ ad in 1975. Mc Do no ugh was na med
th e So uth At la n t ic Co nferen ce lac rosse Coac h
of th e Yea r in 1991. She coached the )MU fi eld
hockey tea m fro m 1979 to 1990 and the lac rosse
team from 1980 to 1994. D uring the 1974-75 season, she worked with the U.S. Women's Lacrosse
Assoc iation and the Assoc iat io n fo r In tercollegia te Athl et ics fo r Wo m en to help es ta bli sh a
natio n al coJJegia te cha mpi on ship in wom en 's
lacrosse. She a lso helped for m the Intercollegiate
Wom en's Lacrosse Coaches Association, wrote
the orga ni za ti on 's bylaws a nd se rved two te rms
as its pres ident. From 1988 to 1992 McDonou gh
cha ired the U.S. Wom en 's Lac rosse Associati on
co mmittee, whi ch selec ted m em bers of the U.S .
lacrosse sq uad .

1974
Richard Taraboletti is a bra nch m a n age r fo r
Q ua lit y Roofin g Suppl y Co. In c. T he co m pa ny
is a d ivisio n of Beacon Holdi ng, a conglomerate
of roofing, siding a nd lum ber suppliers. Ta raboletti has wo rked at t he New Cast le, De l. , bra nch
fo r the last 10 yea rs.

1983

197G
Peter Joseph Napolitano was named d irector of
di n ing services at Ca lifornia State Unive rsity in
San Bernard ino in Nove m ber. He is a lso pres ident of the Nat ional Assoc iation of College and
Un iversity Food Serv ice.

1977
• Maria Malerba ('77M) was nam ed
2003 Virginia Tenni s College Coach of
<, the Yea r in October. Ma lerba is in her
~
' 18th yea r of coaching the )M U women's
l.
ten ni s tea m a nd has a 313-200 (.610 )
overall record. She is one of only 14 active Division
I coaches to reach the 300-win platea u.
John Ray Tate ret ired from Bu ckin gha m Co rrectional Center in 1992 . He is a grant resea rcher
a nd volunteer fo r law enforcement-related organi za tions.

1978
Tina Arthur is a lice nsed CPA in Alexa ndri a .

1980
• Doreen Murray Dvorscak ea rned the Scott and
St rin gfellow Excellence in Edu ca tion Awa rd for
her wo rk as Co mmunity School's d ra m a teacher.
She teac hes presc hoo l thro ugh middl e sc hoo laged child re n . He r daughter, Meg ha n, 14, is a
student at th e sc hoo l.
Gregory Ferguson ea rn ed a Master of Busin ess
Admin istrati on fro m Strayer Uni ve rsity in june.
He is a sc hoo l nutriti o n directo r fo r Fa uqui e r
Co unty schoo ls. He and Nancy Lagownik live in
Bea leto n with th eir children, Ma tt, a fres hm a n
at Brid gewa ter Coll ege, a nd Kylee, a so ph omo re
at Liberty High Sc hoo l.

1981
Capt. Kent Bradshaw is d irecto r of operationa l
exper im ents at t he U.S . Navy's Space a nd Nava l
Wa rfare Systems in Sa n Diego.

1982
Lorenzo Bundy Jr. is th e hittin g coach for th e
AAA affili ate of the Arizona D iam ond backs, t he
Tucson Sidew inders of th e Pacific Coast Leag ue.
He moved up from the AA tea m in El Paso, Texas.
T hi s is his 23rd year in pro fessional baseba ll. He
a nd Lupita li ve in Tucso n, Ar iz., wit h t heir 10yea r-o ld daughter, Nico le.

Richard Butterworth is a sen ior assistant general
coun sel for th e General Services Administ rati on
in Washin gton, D. C. He is primarily res ponsible
for rea l estate and energy po li cy issues. Richa rd
a nd Ja nell e li ve in Fa ll s Church wit h t heir t wo
children, Meg a nd Reyn .

1984
Mary Beth Harrison Cunningham is the special
edu ca tion cha ir at Robert E. Lee High School in
Springfi eld. She joined the Fairfax Co unty pub li c sch ool system after 18 years in t he Staffo rd
Co unty public school system. She and Ma rk have
three chi ldren, Ka ti e, Alex and Ch loe.
Thomas Gittins was named 2002 Business Person
of the Year in th e Fa lls Church area. He owns Art
and Fra m e, which sell s fine art by local artists and
specia li zes in custom framing. He is t he fo under
ofFirstF rid ay, a monthly event that build s bu siness synergy and communi ty celebra tio n in the
cit y of Fa lls Church.
David Harvey joined Ha le a nd Do rr
LLP as mid -At lantic business develo pm en t m a n age r and w ill lea d th e
m a rketing and practice develo pment
effo rts of approx imately 80 at torn eys
in Ha le and Do rr's Was hin gton , D.C., a nd Resto n offices. Harvey is well -known in th e ventu re
ca pi ta l, technology a nd biotech comm uniti es of
th e grea ter ca pita l reg io n . A form er eco no mi c
develo pm ent offi cia l, Harvey is widely cred ited
with hav ing tra nsfor med Fairfa x Cou nt y in to a
major center for ve ntu re cap ita l activi ty. During
hi s tenure as d irec to r of cl ient se rvices at Mo rga n, Lewis & Bock ius LLP, he continued to advise
the m a na ge ment tea ms of promising em ergin g
growth compa nies on business issues strategic to
their growth. Ha rvey has also been act ive in loca l
netwo rking eve nts and organ izations, serving on
th e ad viso ry boa rd s o f Tech Tran sfe r 20 03 a nd
VC 2003 DC, a nd is act ive in th e No rth ern Virgini a Technology Coun ci l, American Soc iety fo r
Micro bi ology Resources and the Briti sh Ameri ca n Business Assoc iati on. He is a memb er o f the
eln cubator Board of Advisors a nd serves as vi ce
cha irm a n of the Ce ntur y Club Grubstake Brea kfas t , a n ea rly stage in ves tm ent for um. Ha le a nd
Dorr's 500 lawyers represent clients in numerous
sectors including telecom municatio ns, software,
elect roni cs, li fe sc iences and medica l dev ices.

Mark your calendar
Homecoming 2004
Oct. 29-30
See what's planned for your trip back to the 'Burg at www.jmu.edu/homecoming

1985
Melissa Mayers Lewis is president of Upside Down
Spea king, a tra ining/coach ing firm specia li zin g
in publi c spea king. She is a lso pres iden t-elec t of
the Nati o na l Spea kers Associ atio n's Ka nsas City
Chapter a nd was vo ted t he chapter me mb er o f
the yea r fo r 2002- 03. She and Ray live in Ove rland Park, Ka n.
Karen Ringler Taylor is a cardiovasc ul a r sa les
spec ia li st fo r Sc ios In c. She a nd Ma ur y li ve in
Raleigh, N.C.

1988
William " Bill" Edgette is a n i ns tr u cto r a nd
exec uti ve d irecto r of inform a tion tec hn o logy
and teleco mmuni ca ti o ns a t Austi n Co ll ege in
Sherm a n, Texa s.
Brian L. Sherrod, a research geologis t with th e
U.S. Geo log ica l Su rvey's De pa rtme nt of Ea rth
and Space Sc ie nces, was featur ed in t he Seattle
Times las t fa ll fo r hi s wo rk a nd researc h of th e
Seattle Fa ul t zo ne. Sherrod a nd oth er resea rchers have st udi ed 10 tren ches a lo ng t he Sea ttl e
Fault zo n e a nd fo und ev iden ce of fo u r ea rth quake events fro m 10,000 years ago to about 1,000
yea rs ago . Resea rchers hope th eir work will lea d
to a be tte r und ers tan d ing of t he Seatt le Fa ult's
wo rk in gs a nd to imp rove bui ld i ng co d es a nd
other meas ures to project fa ult-zo ne res id ents
and in fras tructures.

1987
Colleen M. Kelly ea rned a doc torate in veterin ary
medic in e fro m th e Virg ini a-Ma ryla nd Reg io na l
College of Veterin a ry Med icine at Virginia Tec h.
She ow ns a pr ivate pract ice in McLea n.

1988
Krista H a ll Dawson earn ed a ma ste r's in curricu lu m and instru ct io n from No rt hern Ari zona
Uni versity. She teaches kinderga rten for Cha ndler
Un ified School Dist ri ct where she li ves with jerry,
and the ir two chil dre n, Rachel a nd D rew.
Glenda Lee is a di sa bil ity determina ti o n a nalyst
wit h DRS-D isab ili ty Determin atio n Se r vices
in Roa noke.
Michael Lind s ay is a po rtfo lio ma nager w ith
Fredd ie Mac in McLean. He is act ive in the Washington, D.C., area Pa rrot Head Club, which raises
fun ds a nd awa reness for num ero us soc ia l a nd
envi ro nm enta l reg io nal charities. Lindsay se rved
as pres ide n t fo r th e cl ub for two years . He a nd
Andrea li ve in Fa irfax.
Susan Roche Roos is a partner at Pricewaterhouse
Coope rs LLP in Florha m Park, N. j.
Thomas W. Weston Jr. has been appo inted chief
fin a nc ia l o ffice r fo r ITS Services In c. Wes ton is
respo nsible fo r th e ove rallleadersh ip of the company's fin a nce a nd acco unting act ivities. He is a
certi fied public accoun ta nt lice nsed in the Com monwea lth ofVi rginia and is a member of both the
Ameri can In stitute of Certi fied P ubl ic Acco un ta nts and the Virgini a Soc iety ofCPAs.

Ri chm ond. He a nd Joy li ve in Mecha ni csv ill e
wi th their daughter, All yson.
Joan Honald Paciga is a senior accounting ma nager with KPMG Peat Marwick's Short Hill s, N. j.,
offi ce and has been admitted to the part nershi p
o f the U.S. firm . Pac iga joined KPMG in 1989
a nd prov id es audit and r isk-a dv iso r y serv ices
to clients operating in softwa re an d techn ology
indu stri es, indu stri al manu fac turing a nd co nsum er products. She is a member of the Ameri ca n In stitute of Ce rtified Public Acco unta nts
a nd t he New jersey State Soc iety of Ce rti fied
Public Accounta nts.

1990
Tracy Myers Bartlett ('9IM) ea rn ed a profess io na l ce rtifi ca te in auti sm as a ce rti fica ti on
a rea o n her Penn sylva ni a teac hin g certi fica te.
She works for the Linco ln Intermediate Unit No.
12 as a speech-path ologist in public schoollowi ncid ence cl ass roo ms.
Jeanne Kelly is direc tor of student ac ti vities for
Fairfaix Co unty schoo ls in Fa ll s Church.

1991
Kathleen Barnes is a senior manager in the product management group at Neoforma Inc. She lives
in Sa n jose, Ca lif.
Michael Consedine is a pa rtn er in Sa ul Ew in g
LLP, a la rge mid -At la ntic law firm with offi ces
in five states a nd Was hington, D.C. Co nsedin e
a nd Mega n li ve in Ha rri sburg, Pa., with t heir
daughter, Ma ura Grace.
Fo rm er JM U ru g by player Mike Coyner was
appointed head coach of USA Rugby's National 7s
tea m . Coyner was the backs coach at the United
States Ai r Force Academy for th e past three seaso ns. His tea m won the 2003 Natio nal Colleg iate
Champio nship, a nd he also served as backs coach
fo r th e 2003 All-Americans on their tour of New
Zea land. In 2003, Coyner coached the Combined
Services Tea m at the National All-Sta r 7s Competiti on. He has played for the Norfolk Blues RFC,
Was hin gto n, DC RFC, the Fairbank s (Al as ka)
Sund awgs and th e Denver Ba rba rians. "My goa l
is to continue to build a world -class 7s program ,"
says Coyner. "There's a lot of work to do and a
lot to learn." Coyner ca ptained the Washington,
D.C., 7s tea m to the National Championships in
1995, 1996 a nd 1997, and capta ined the Denve r
Ba rba ri a n s 7s to th e Cup Fin a ls in 2001 a nd a
Pl ate Cha mpio nship in 2002. The 2004 season
started off with a bang for the U.S. 7s tea m as USA
Rugby hosted its first-ever Internati ona l Rugby
Boa rd World Seri es 7s tournament in Los Angeles in February. USA Rugby, found ed in 1975, is
the nation a l governing body for rugby and is a
member of the United States Olympic Committee and the IRB.
Jennifer High Johnson is coo rdin ator of Rockingham Memorial Hospital's LI FE Recovery P rogra m, an addictio ns treatment progra m.
Jeff Kirkland is a n audit pa rtn er with Delo itte
& To uche LLP in Cha rl otte, N.C.

1989
Mark A. Bowen is m arketing d irector at Virginia
Ce nte r Co mm o n s (S im on Proper t y G ro up ) in

Cindy Miller Sabato ea rn ed acc red ita ti o n in
public relati o ns a nd is pres ident of the Ca lifornia Sc hoo l Publi c Rel ati ons Assoc iati on . After

AMERICAN MOTHERS INC.
., Each year JMU's Community
Service-Learning department
places nea rly I,500 student
volunteers in approximately
100 community agencies in
the Harrisonbu rg area. "A nd
ma ny more students serve in th e commu nity on th eir own a nd thro ugh cl ubs a nd
organi zati ons," says CS- L d irector Rich
Harris. CS-L is a partnership fo rmed among
] MU students, facu lty and staff m embers
and the surrounding communi ties to cul tivate soc ial responsibil ity.
And CS- L is a ca mpu s rea lit y now
beca u se o f stud e nt vo lunteer p io n eers
like Patricia Rodriguez ('62) , w ho la id
the gro undwork . From serv ing brea kfas t
in D- Hall to distributing mail in th e ca mpus post office between classes, Rodriguez'
volunteer tra il has led her to the president's
office of Amer ica n Mot hers Inc.
Nea rl y 10 years ago Ro dri g uez was
as ked to prepa re a p ortfo li o for nom inati on as Delawa re's 1995 Mot her of t he
Yea r. T he modest ca ndid ate resisted, but
after m any persuasive conversation s she
ag reed. She th en fo un d herse lf stand ing
in t he Delaware gove rn or's mans io n to
accept the awa rd.
America n Mothers Inc. does much mo re
t han sponsor Mot her oft he Year co ntests.
For more tha n 60 yea rs, AM I has been the
official sponsor of Mother's Day. The organ izat ion's fo rm al m ission sta tem ent prom ·
ises to "strengthen the mora l and spirit ual
fo undation of the ho me a nd fam il y." AM I
foc uses on " improv ing the qua lity of lives
for mothers and their child ren in America
th ro ugh dyn a mi c progra ms li ke Mot her
Mentoring, the AM I Fight Aga in st Pornography, Creating Safer Schools and literacy
programs," Rodrig uez explai ns.
Ro dri g uez wo rked her way up from
AM I's second vice president to preside nt,
overseeing the 4,000-member organ ization.
She visits the nationa l office in Washington,
D.C., each week and spends ma ny hours
traveling to va rious states to fac ilitate AMI
outreach progra ms. Rod riguez's goa ls for
her three-year term incl ude tra ining other
leaders, rein stat ing the AMI Magaz ine and
increasing state assoc iatio n memberships.
"T he time a nd education in sp irat io na ll y
given to me by the professiona l ed ucators
at Mad ison Co llege has been a n asset in
prepari ng me for all of the roles of my life,"
says Rodriguez. "Volunteerism is the passion
fo r help ing others, but it a lso is a product
of training o urselves how to foc us our time
and energies within the scope of o ur fie ld
of work.... I'm so glad there is a n organized
student volunteer progra m like CS-L. That
makes me even more proud of )MU."

-Lisa Freedman ('05)
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CAMPUS ENTERTAINER
Mike Rayburn ('86), known
as the World's Funniest Guitar Virtuoso, says that he
was "born psyched up for
the show." Voted America's
Campus Entertainer of the
Year three times in four years, Rayburn has
carved out a special niche in the entertainment field combining skills as a classically
trained guitarist, comedian and motivational speaker. After performing 4,000
concerts, recording five successful CDs on
his own Dry River Records label and biking 4,010 miles in a 78-day cross-country
concert tour, Rayburn has reached a career
high - headlining Carnegie Hall 's Weill
Recital Hall on Jan. 17, 2004.
A classical guitar and music business
double major, Rayburn honed his nowfamous act in Harrisonburg's bars. "I played
for drunks every night and studied classical
guitar during the day," he laughs. "Oddly
enough it was a very creative time, and the
basis for what I do now was born."
Rayburn's show, Classically trained,
comically derailed, is a mix of
avant-garde guitar pieces and
"musical combinations God
never intended. Some say it's
kind of an updated version of
Victor Borge," explains Rayburn. His repertoire includes
country versions of Tom Petty and Eminem, parodies of boy bands a nd "Bob
Marley sings Ga rth Brooks." His act also
includes award-winning inspirational
speaking. "The ultimate return gig," he says,
would be to deliver a JMU commencement
address. "I promise some real-world pearls
of wisdom - definitely not a boring 'go
forth and rea lize your destiny' address .. .
I'd have some fun with it."
Rayburn has performed more than
1,300 gigs at colleges in the United States
and Canada and uses his music and comedy to challenge and inspire students. His
efforts off stage h ave also earned him
acc laim. Since performing at the San
Luis, Mexico, Bethel Orphanage, he has
sustained a relationship with many of its
children. This and other volunteer efforts
earned him the prestigious Harry Chapin
Award for Contributions to Humanity.
Rayburn's 2000 Unstoppable USA bike
tour benefited St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital and earned him features in USA
Today, Newsweek, Billboard and Gig. Yet,
Rayburn takes the accolades in stride. He
recalls an instance when a student asked,
"So, when did you give up on the idea of
being famous?" After thinking about it for
a moment, he replied, "Just now."

www.mikerayburn.com
- Allison Mall ('04)

six years as director of communications at the
Oceanside Unified School District, she now serves
as director of communications at Palomar Community College in San Marcos, Calif. Her h usband is a fast-attack submarine chief petty officer in the U.S. Navy.

1992
Berkeley Brandt earned a master's in education
from Old Dominion University through the Troops
to Teachers program and is currently employed
with Newport News public schools.
Heather Koppe Flanagan is a partner at KPMG
LLP. She provides audit and risk advisory services
to health-care and public-sector clients. She and
her family live in Fairfax.
Katrina Bryant-Raley is a senior creative designer
with Hayden Design Associates in WinstonSalem, N.C.

1993
Paul Cooper ('96M) is a business systems/software consultant for Wells Fargo and lives in
Raleigh, N.C.
Dave Holloway is a senior copywriter at Euro
RSCG advertising in Manhattan, N.Y. He has traveled to Lithuania to judge an advertising festival
and for the past two years has taught a weekend
advertising course at JMU. Holloway has also
written songs performed by Ray Charles, Aretha
Franklin and Aaron Neville.

1995
Kristi Graves is a postdoctoral researcher at the
University of Kentucky in the Department of
Behavioral Science searching for alternative ways
to treat the effects of cancer. She will be studying
two new methods of helping patients cope with
their illness and will compare these to standard
methods of care. Graves' goal is to improve the
quality of life for cancer patients.
Jeffrey Michael Leiendecker earned a master's
in environmental management from the University of Maryland.

WHO LOVES YA, BABY?
Meet \he JMU alumni who write, photograph
and design for Montpelier- your classmates
working for your magazine.
Liz Cerami Taylor ('92) writes
Montpelier features and is a content and production specialist
for the American Cancer Society. Taylor started her career in
radio and could be heard on JMU's WXJM
and WMRA, as well as Harrisonburg's VerStanding Broadcasting stations. Originally
from Springfield, Taylor moved to Nashville
in 1994. Today, she and her husband, Philip,
live in Pegram, Tenn., with their Jack Russell terriers, Madison and Belle. Learn more
about Taylor or contact her through her Web
site, www.lizctaylor.com.

Steve MacKinnon ('98 BBA) is a certified public accountant.
Jennifer Davis Sweeney is a stay-at-home mom to
son, Calvin Worthington, and she teaches English
in an adult night-school program. Doug ('96) is
a senior manager with KMPG.

1998
Jennifer Richards earned a master's in international relations from the University of Oklahoma.
She is a logistics coordinator for Kellogg, Brown
and Root in Kuwait.
Max Surikov is principal consultant with Oracle
Corp. in Reston. He and Wendy live in Leesburg
with their sons, Slade and Brady.

1997
Tracie Campana Meadows works at JMU as the
program assistant in the Office of Alumni Relations. She and Mark ('98) live in Harrisonburg.

199B
Frank Rosenblatt was commissioned into the
U.S. Army upon graduation and is a captain. He
was chosen as one of 15 people to have his law
school tuition paid by the Funded Legal Education Program. Rosenblatt is trained in Army
intelligence and will attend the University ofVirginia Law School.

2000
Colin Barber is a regional vice president for
lNG Investment Products. His wife, Allison Pilgrim, is a sales representative for Merck Pharmaceuticals.
Brian Wheeler is an associate with the Morristown-based firm Riker, Danzig, Scherer, Hyland
& Perretti LLP.

2002
Matt Thompson finished fifth in the 2003 Xterra
World Championships in the 20- to 24-year-old
male category. The Xterra championship is a triathlon, including a 1K river swim, 27K mountain
bike and 10K run. The 2003 championships were
held in Hawaii on Oct. 26. Thompson finished
61st out of 343 overall competitors. He earned his
chance to compete in the Xterra World Championships by finishing first in the 20-24 age
group of the Xterra Games' East Championship
in Richmond June 23. His winning time was 2
hours, 33 minutes, 49 seconds. He placed second
in Richmond in 2002 and fifth in 2001. Thompson began triathlon training while at JMU. "It's
hard to miss a hill while cycling in the ' Burg,"
he says. While at JMU, Thompson joined a triathlon club and competed in several mountain
bike races, including the 12 Hours ofLodi Farm
in Stafford County. Thompson is an information
technology specialist at Fort Belvoir.

2003
Jeffrey Cretz graduated from Air Force Officer Training School as a second lieutenant.
He is stationed at Randolph Air Force Base in
Texas and assigned to the 562nd flying training squadron.

WfDDINCS

Renee Anderson ('02) to Warren "Chip" Russell, 10/6/03.

19 70s

David Bryan (' 02 ) to Beth Kilmartin ,
11 /23/02.
Michael Confer (' 02 ) to Katherine Allen ,
11/1/03.
Alise Kerrine Maloney ('02) to Benjamin Allen
Kowalski, 9/13/ 03.
Michael Tribus ('02) to Leah Martin ('03) ,
9/27/03.
Kevin Warner ('02) to Mary Beth Colville ('03),
10/1 8/03.

Katheryn Surface ('79) to Bennette Burks,
5/9/03.

19 80s
Karen Ringler ('85) to Maury Taylor, 9/13/03.
Michael Lindsay ('88) to Andrea Ri ch ey,
7/6/02.

19 90s
Karen Foreman ('91) to Rudy Jackson ('90),
8/2/03.
Elizabeth Gibson ('92) to Peter Dunn, 7/9/03.
Kara Anderson ('93) to Tim Pfau, 10/13/01.
Susanna Speshock ('94) to Russ Allen, 5/3/03.
Amy Waters ('94) to Robert Gawler, 12/31103.
Denise Quinn ('95) to Stephan Novick, 3/1/03.
Katherine "Katie" Walsh ('95, '97M) to Matt
Sullivan, 10111/03.
Laura Ewing ('96) to Andrew Cocke, 8/31/03.
Elizabeth "Lisa" Allen ('97) to Christopher
Shepherd ('94), 3/1/03.
Rebecca Campbell ('97) to jonathan Rankin,
5/31/03.
Kelley Lewis ('97) to Michael Lawton, 11/1 /03.
Michelle Lovuolo ('97) to john Milite ll o,
5/24/03.
Lida Kozak ('98) to Roland Pieterman ('95),
5/17/03.
Therese Strasser ('98) to David Green, ll/1 5/03.
Lori Halleran ('99) to Bryan Susen, 7/4/03.
Amanda Hubbard ('99) to Doug Schoonmaker
('99), 10/17/03.
Rhett Kelton ('99) to Andrea Seaton ('97, '98M),
8110/02.
Danielle Moore ('99) to Ron Paquette,
10/11/03.
Susan P;llju ('99) to }esse Kraft, 11/22/03.
Justin Ruffner ('99) to Delia DiGiacomo ('OO),
6/28/03.
Adam Smoot ('99) to Christina Ma ria Yeatts,
1/15/03.

2000s
Lori Gunn ('OO) to David Hotem, 9/6/03.
Karen Keatts ('OO) to Jeffrey Dubiel ('98),
8/9/03.
Molly McElwee ('00, '02M) to Robert Wells Hanley ('98), 10/17/03.
Christine Messina ('00) to Robert Petrone,
10/4/ 03.
Allison Pilgrim ('0 0) to Colin Barber,
12/14/02.
Kelly Reckelhoff ('OO) to Luke McCluskey Smith
('01) , 5/31/03.
Melissa Sanders ('OO) to Jeffrey Scott Bronaugh, 10/11/03.
Jackie Terletsky ('OO) to Marc Luber ('98) ,
11/8/03.
Kristen Malinchock ('01) to Kevin Thomas
('OO), 11/8/03.

f UTURf 0 UKf S
19 80s
Bayard Sweeney ('82) and Anne, a son, Mark
Austin, 8/28/03.
Richard Butterworth ('83) a nd Janelle, Reyn
2/4/03.
Peggy Klein Bibbo ('84) and Tony, a daughter
}ulianna Corinne, 6/30/03.
Keira Unterzuber Johnson ('84) and Eric, a son,
Remington Burton Anders, 7/9/03.
Melanie MacDuffHaus ('86) and Mark, a son,
Adam Lighter, 7/1 1/03.
Jean Witek Yancey ('86) and ]ames, a son, jacob
Alden, 10/28/03.
Deborah Merrit McFarlane ('87) and Neil, a son,
Ryan Nei l, 2/5/03.
Susan Roche Roos ('88) and Eric, a daughter,
julia May, 7/14/ 03.
David West ('88) and Colleen, a son, David Ira
Jr., 10/4/03.
Tonya Freeman Kreps ('89) and George, a daughter, Chelsea Madison, 9/24/03.
Jeff Shockley ('89) and Christine, a son, Kyle
Jameson, 3/16/03.
Deborah Husnik Young ('88) and Clifford, a
daughter, Casey Louise, 4/7/03.

19 90s
Steve Kurtz ('90) and julia, a daughter, Madison, 11/5/03.
Yinka Randolph Williamson ('90) and Scott, a
son, Jett Alexander, 10/ 7/ 03.
Shannon Dawson Smith ('91) and William Smith,
a daughter, Kirsten Blair Smith, 8/26/03.
Brigen Winters ('91) and jennifer, a son, Andrew
}ames, 9/17/03.
David Wallis ('91) and }acki, a daughter, Lauren
Taylor, 5/27/03.
Elizabeth Gibson Dunn ('92) and Peter, a daughter, Gretchen Anne, 9/25/03.
Alexis Parrish Elias ('92) and Sherif, a son, Noah
Parrish, 3/2/03.
Robin Ruth Jager ('92) and William "Pim" ('93),
a daughter, Molly Virginia, 9/1 7/03.
Mary Ellen Sink Jones ('92) and Ian ('95), a
daughter, Corryn Elizabeth, 7/18/03.
Lara Cegala-Williams ('93) a nd Chris, a son,
Cooper David, 10/6/02.
Lori Wilson Efird ('93, '99BSN) and Robert ('97) ,
a son, Alexander Robert, 7/12/02.

ARTS HEALING POWER
T he word "co unseling,"
for mo st, conjures up
images of patients on soft
leather couches and therapists scribbling on pads of
paper. Patients at Counseling Associates in Winchester have come
to expect a different kind of service. One
reason is Adelaide Turnbull's approach to
therapy, which puts the pads of paper in
the hands of patients. Turnbull ('94) uses
a combination of art and psychology in
her methodology.
The registered art therapist and licensed
professional counselor works in an outpatient office and sees children, adolescents
and adults for individual and family therapy. At JMU, Turnbull intended to major
in art with a concentration in painting,
but the idea of"living off of the occasional
sold painting" wasn't appealing. "I heard
of art therapy from another student, and
it intrigued me," she says. Furthering her
studies in Eastern Virginia Medical School's
graduate art therapy program, Turnbull realized the significant amount of preparation
}MU offered. "1 became confident that art
therapy combined two interests of mine
in such a way that I could find a satisfying
career," she says.
Each of Turnbull's clients begin with an
art therapy assessment, which helps Turnbull identify strengths, needs and other useful information. There is no set formula or
book that you can look up interpretations
she explains. "Each drawing is a self-portrait and expresses something about the
person who created it." After each assessment, Turnbull works with the client to
develop a treatment plan best suited to
individual goals. " I focus on the process
and like to work on what the client brings
to each session," she says. Turnbull may
suggest a project, but she tends to let her
clients set the pace. This treatment method
allowed Turnbull flexibility in counseling
a 6-year-old girl who lost her brother in
an accident. After the assessment and goal
setting, the sessions began to focus around
the idea of a memory box. Turnbull says,
"She brought in photos and other special
items related to her brother. Once the box
was complete, she decided to write notes
to her brother and put them in the box,
which she took home."
Turnbu ll adds, "Eve r y day I learn
something new from the process of art. In
therapy, the teaching relationship is always
reciprocal; it's never static or boring. Even if
you're not looking toward a career involving art, I still recommend some exposure
to the subject. It's about the process as well
as the product."
-Lisa Freedman ('05)
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Erin Henrickson Gallagher ('93 ) and Tim, a
daughter, Laurenne Elizabeth, 2/3/03.
John Sandhofer ('93) a nd Deborah, a daughter,
Grace Nicole, 11/23/03.

Y DO U THINK?
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If you live in the mid-Atlantic
and own a television, you've
inevitably seen one of the "Y
Do U Think?" nonsmoking
ca mpa ign ads. O ne of the
m asterminds behind the
thought-provoking ads ta rgeted to young
smokers is Holly Bayliss ('02). Her Washington, D.C.,-based marketing firm helped
create the Y Do U Thin k ca mpa ign, which
originated t hrough the Virginia Tobacco
Settlement Foundation's effort to reduce
youth smoking in t he commonwealth.
Getting the message o ut to to d ay's
youth was a draw for Bayliss. "One thi ng
I am most passionate about is the message
that teens and tweens should not smoke,"
she expla ins. " It was a n easy ca mpa ign to
promote because I believe in the message.
It was enco u rag in g to rece ive so m uch
positive feedback from the yout h, as well.
Youth smo king is on the decline in Virginia, a nd I believe that ca n be attributed
to progra ms like theY ca mpa ign ."
In o rde r to get teens in volved in t he
message, theY ca mpaign took an interactive approach. Youths were a llowed inside
the ca mpa ign's ra nt mobile, a Mini Cooper. "When a ch ild participated in the rant
mobile they were able to cram as many
friends as they could into the Mini Cooper
to watch a short video and express whatever
was on their mi nds-anything from peer
pressu re to parents' attitudes and school,"
explains Bayliss. W ith parental permission,
the video ra nts were eligible fo r posting
on t heY ca m pa ign Web site or use in the
Y Do U T hi nk? com merc ia ls."
Ra nt mobi le participa nts also received
a ph oto o f themselves a nd their fr iends
and promotiona l bracelets with in fo rmation about theY ca mpaign, which will ru n
t hrough 2005.
"I believe that this campa ign is making
a di ffe rence," says Bayliss. "!loved interacting w ith a ll of t he tweens a nd teens,
many of whom I interviewed and videoed
in one-on-one sessions at Y events. Ma ny
of t hem exp ressed how much they hate
smok ing, a nd they sha red stories of family members o r friends that smoke a nd the
negative effects it had on them. T he best
t hi ng about my job with Y Do U T h ink?
was the opportu nity to work with the many
creative, dynam ic a nd smart youths in the
southeastern part ofVirginia."

www.ydouthink.com
www.vtsf.com
- Sally Duff('03)

Nancy Yago Adams ('94) and Rob, a son, Rya n
Patrick, 3/15/03.
Na ncy Hurwitz Gordon ('94) and Todd, a son,
Ryan Wi lliam, 7/22/03.
Laura Weber Heath ('94) and Timothy ('93), a
daughter, Madison Avery, 9/8/03.
Paul Singh ('94) and Ra ny, a son, justin Daya,
10/3/03.
Neil D. Sherman ('94) a nd Suzanne, a son, Sa muel Henry, 5/31/03.
Laura Doyle Sibley ('94) and Chris, a son, Nicholas Cameron, 6/9/03.
DeEtte Daniel Weis ('94) and Trey ('95), a son,
jackson Brett, 5/30/ 03.
Julie Bailey Hamilton ('95) and Robert, a daughter, Emma Loughrey, 8/8/03.
Brenda Coughlin Monahan ('95) and jason, a
daughter, Brigid Grace, 2/13/03.
Laura Meadows Vinzant ('95) a nd Schuyler, a
daughter, Ca ll ie Reed , 9/27/03.
Lynn "Lindy" Daum Zamborsky ('95, '96M,
'98Ed.S.) a nd Kev in , a so n , Co nn o r Patri ck,
10/4/ 03.

Max Surikov ('96) and Wendy, a son, Brady Matthew, 7/ 23/03.
Jennifer Shields Copley ('97) and Sean , a son,
Aaron M., 8/30/02.
Tim Indoe ('98) and Meghan, a son, Craig Fra ncis, 6/ 22/ 03.
Alonsa Price Riddle ('99) and Gary('98), a son,
Grant Logan, 10/1/03.

2000s
Bethany Ann Masone Harar ('OO) and Michael,
a daughter, )ill ian Ash leigh, 10/ 23/ 03.
Lorrie Coffey Howard ('Ol) and James "Duck"
('96), a son, Etha n jacob, 11/5/03.

IN MEMORIA M
Maude Johnson Trade ('29) of Pa r ks ley,
12/31/02.
Virginia Wolfe ('34) of Elkins, W.Va., 10/6/03.
M. Carolyn Legard ('56) of Herndon, 2/27/03.
Maria Taylor Shearin ('63) of New Providence,
N.J., 3/24/ 03.

CAPITOL HILL TO SAKS FIFTH AVENUE AND NBC'S TODAY
How did these dresses facilitate Megan Argiro's career move from Capitol Hill
to Saks Fifth Avenue and Neiman Marcus? Argiro ('91) has always been a team
player. She took her economics and political science dual degree to
Washington, D.C., to serve as a committee staffer for three U.S.
senators. On Sen. John McCain's staff, Argiro says that the team
worked ha rd to reduce government spending, but creating change
in the nation's capitol is a tedious process. So,
in 1997, Argiro teamed up her business and
marketing acumen with her sister's fashion
design, and the duo a re m a king a mark on
the n ation's fa shion capital - New
York. Whe n th e sis ters launched
their first line of dresses, offers for
the ir read y-to-wear a nd co uture
lines bega n pouring in from Neim a n Marcus, Saks Fi fth Avenue
and Bergdorf-Goodma n. In 2002,
the sisters' gown, "The P resent,"
was chosen as a Top 5 fi na lis t in
NBC Today show's wedding contest.
The summ er-lo ng series a llowed
viewers to vote o n every aspect of
a chosen couple's wedding, including t he bridesma id dresses. T he
Argiro sisters' bridesma id gown
- a f ina li st am o ng estee m ed
designers Vera Wa ng, jenny Yoo
and Am sa le - ca ught the eye
of New York's fas hion elite. T he
sisters' next goal is to open a byappointment retail salon, which
Argiro says is "a new concept in
reta iling wh ich rea ll y foc uses
on personal attention." Learn
more about the Argiro sis ters' fas hionable tea m work
in a Montpelier online feature
by Allison Mall ('04) at www.
jmu.edu/ monty.

www.kathlinargiro.com

Sydney Nguyen ('91)

~
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Judith Espinoza ('65)

Sharon Thomas ('89)

Annelise Trubelhorn ('99)

fellow alumni, winners of the 2004

Council for Advancement and Support of Education
Award of Excellence for Feature Series Writing
51

Your lives + Your magazine + Your awards

Montpelier
Other 2004 CASE awards

Award of Excellence for Feature Writing , Charles Culbertson; Special Merit Award for News Writing,
Michelle Hite ('88); Special Merit Award for Feature Design, Scott Trobaugh ('98)
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CLASS NOTE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Whai'S Up Dukes?
"

ord yougetmarried.

Let your classmates know what's going on in your life!

r

2
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0
4

Full Name (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Class Year____
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ZIP _ _ __

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.State
Phone: home (

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ work (

E-mail _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Spouse

(include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _

JMU Class Year

!

The alumni office welcomes news for class notes that is no more than a year old. Please send notice after weddings
and births have occurred and after degrees have been completed. Is this a wedding notice? Did you remember to
include both spouses' names (including maiden), class years, wedding date and hometown? Is this a birth announcement? Did you remember to include both parents' names, class years, child's name and birth date?

I

Please submit your class note to: JMU, Office of Alumni Relations, Leeolou Center, 2002 Alumni Or., MSC
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Please anticipate that it will take approximately six months, or two issues. for your class note to appear in Montpelier. We appreciate your patience.
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Harrisonburg's
University Outpost
Bookstore owners
Siblings Christine Johnson and Jeff
Wolter came to Madison as a family,
and they met their spouses here. "JMU
is still a big part of our fam ily. That
is why we support the athletics programs. It's the most family-oriented
gift we could imagine. Giving to JMU is
about more than cheering on the football team. It's about staying connected.
It's the tailgates, the campus events and
the opportunities for lifelong learning.
That's how we see JMU - a familyoriented place for alumni to come back
and stay connected."

l\JIIt.t,liJletic:s scholarships, Chris, Jeff and family have also pledged a place of prominence for every
Dog for the new Robert and Frances Plecker Athletic Performance Center. Continued supthatblftl1ie~:Hltls01~htnd Wolters reflects the spirit of the Madison family. And that makes all the difference.
,.~rllllc:tntho/:ms tD mtike a difference

at JMU. To learn more, please contact the development office at (800) 296- 6162 or at the
Center, JMU, MSC 4401, Harrisonburg, VA 22807 or www.jmu.edu/development.
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